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As Ainerica enters the eighties( our' nation faces a world
greatly, changed from that, of even a dedade ,ago.. Vast,
fOrces are in'actionat home and abroad that promise to

oe change the lives 'of all., Americans. Some of these fo'rces--:
Auch as iievolutionary developments in science, and tech-
nology--hold out hope for longer life, lapor=savingineoh-
amsms, exploration, of the; niverse, and Other benefits for
all peoples. Other forcei=such as the $rowing demand for.
strategic raw materials under. the control suptsliet-
carteliraise serious problems for all nations:. At, home,
we face serious and unresolved .issues -4n the social and ,-

economic, strutur4 o Amerian'society...:
n.tOctOber , t9 , President Jimmy Carter

established the, presiden s Commission for a .Nationa1
Agenda for the Eightie His purpose was to provide the :
President-elect.,and *she riew,Congress with the views of 45
Americans draWn ,from divetse backgrounds outside of

' ' governinent'. The group is bipartisan, representing business
and labor, science!and the humanities, arts and .com-
municatirembers'.a. the; Commission are experts in
many fi s, but.poStess no special expertise in predicting. .

. .

/the future. Ritheriffwe have doh our best to uncover the
' dynamks .of Ainerican society and world affairs that we

,believe wilideterrnine events, in the eighties. This report of
' the CoMmissiOn, itNatiopqielgencla for "the Eighliei, set

- forth our vieWs. ""'
The analytical work of the COmmission was ac-

complished by19 Pariels, each consisting of 516 11 Com
inissioners'with appropriate Staff:The Pinels3robrnto
major subject areas designated by the President in t e'Eg-
ecutive that the Commission, as well as
*other areas that.the niComission itself` determined should
be on the dgenda. This approach galie Panel members.an
opportunity ,to. gain' considerable familiariiy with coMpleZ
subject matters, and provided the full Commission ;with a
wick iange of information not otherwise: attainable in they.

1, ava,ilable for this'study. '



Pnne ti are responsible for thpir.tvim and
the viewi'coatilned in -art% Panel tepQri 4Oln4t necOsarily
r-efletit4he Nims any branth off gbyerintenr or of the
tOrritnisoltinlis.a wholtt;

William f.,McGill

,,La Jolla; California 4:
Deceinner 31, 1980



, 4.
'', ^7 011A CanCIUStoneir.e siniple;litark, and:painful, There are
4 \no "magic hinge " Tibere is.no easy technicarOr resource

' fir, neither synfuels, nor, new findsoiorTsolar energy, For
, thc net decade we. will have to make do-With What 'we ,

have, and our main:hope is'Ao increase, energy efficiency; L
. , ,

'for thai is*the rheaning of conservation. , -..'
Ve,say. this mindful of the belief that all that is.neceS-; -

'. par), IS to "get, the goyernment off our backs," to relax", -,

".regblations; A release the market price of oil andnatural
gai,,ancf new supplies will come gushing into the rnaLket.- '

WeNdiS'n t think this will be so. There is economic,
,logic to the release of price cOntrols--7-if phased out so that
consumer and industrial markets are not disnipted. And
thiS is being One. The price of a product should te its
full economicand in the .cdse- of 'oil; its full. poli

ct
6,- ., '`:. 66

'', cost; otherwise there are serious diStAiptionein the patterns -,71-
of use. But that is a diffelent Matter from sayinglharthe
release of prices will easily stimulate large new`supplies: In
.the cake of-natUral gas, 'some wAlls that haVe been kept out

, of prildnction will cOineinto the market as pries allow
produceig tip pay .the marginal costs of production. But

1.
that-is a far crY, especially in the case ofIlOmestic Oil, front
saying that large new gusherS or new fields will come forth
to keep us warm in the winter and cool In.thskiminer. The .

evidence we have seen does not warrant such:a Claim."'
- We say all this to ernphasize the continuing 4rionsneis .

"of t roblee We paid dearly in the 1910s.foi the cycles
',Of hyst 'a 'and -gynicism, when ,moMeritary Shortages and
momenta y° gluartereated 'alarm and-then apathy. the
energy probleM is not prinfarily. one 'Of shortages; it is one ,

\./, . \

a).

It is said that the release of 'federal.lands, held largely for scoic or
environmental reasons would alloS1 large new supplies to tome on,.
the market'. 'plat too may be a deception. For one thing, such an
argument ignores the largeispoliations.of the environmentand in
the case land the environment is also the economy. It ignores the
large sogial costsin `expandini communities, new infrastructures,
demant$ on limited water suppliesthat such new production might
dna. And if these costs are not reflected in the market price; we arc
fooling ourselVes as to what we would beeobtaining.

4,4
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qt' ll'Nillble.'":l1011i9i. of fiiii;pit:imoi ilfilP11119 N'Ot Or905w, j,
,.4 Without' Oiniiicwo,Irtictors there 47111i.,b04-no long-range,

In estment bY;,ity,edr0Oratidi or municipality in the cotta-
-

'tut,' intl:,,withott(that ,Stability ancliniresttent our }Cep, i'''
-nornic.growth which ts nece4ary to 'neat our rising needs, ,.,i. .,

is iniii`eriltiEr, , ',I, '.111,,i , ,,- ,,, ,, ;,,;. I .:r ; , ,'

How ,100-isobuld. we think : ahnia energy? Wa em'- ,' ' '

pluS140 10000.0!ptc
',1! J

i

rj 1)1(1;ii,crO)'IiiniceramO, dkitutp different priqrities.
d . There".001,1he net 5 to .10 years, When, the :kilts .

must be' On ' energy e ffieloney, And

..t

here are the
, ''n eltt, 10 to 20 years ;; when we inve to develop , I.

s , diverse sources ofenjrgy,Supply. , -
El Energy !efficienay, .oi . conservation, is not the .

,si'nplifiei.l ant of fitrning'Out an, unneedeci light.
it c.ineanS. a ..sustained OffortAtf,All fields, 'frorn

, automobile usage to hoke insulation,., to be More
e:016ian I, and iherefOre tp:;save energy And money,

;,,
4; . ,,!,,:..ii t* 0 of fiels.',Iylore ihan tipit,:it as to'be an

leff,or tt;inllocate,tifediverse kinds Oilenergy. more
ratio tiy,; in accordance with end-Product 'ilk And Y ',
with the'clifferertrgeography of the 'conntrf. Thus

. it is cleat that wehaVe and will continue to hitVe an
i. (automobile ri etanomy;1 care , and 'trucks Orel the,. 1 ,,,

k.'piina4 Mode of transiiortatiOrkin the country.:,.,, ',,

iiir-,thiS tratfiportation should have prior-,,,,..4 ;
:41,in.the,'Use of iiquid'fliels,,NaturS'ias should be''' v

,' devoteikLehieflylo residentialAnd:cOmmercial Space
heatinand to industrinispeCialty,use. And electric -

4eneratign and industrial .process heat shOtild, be
, .provide by.coal, as weir as by existing nuclearAnd

sbine hydropower facilities. ,,,i.'i.; -,,i 4.

fri Given ;the,Tapid Changescin the nature of tech
..... ' '

nolOgy and resource #daptabilit, it ,wouldibe un7
, wise in the long Tun to .conoentrateon Osingle field

1 sUch'osisynfuels, to pro,iidg neWenrces of supply
in 'plan& of a dwindling or inseOre lOng-term oil-

,

Li

Supply. ; We ,have to enrasizeLexperiments" and. , .

alternatiVes in the light o .rnistet use and. CoSts.
.1

There, is little that odrnmatie' in any of these reviews
and proposals. We IVO avoid
simplicities:or utopian' 'negles complex problem has to
be understood'in.itS c pleXitites.

ThiS report has b n aceepted by All the members of
the Panel, although individuals inevitably diff as to

, the 'Tact weight, that should..he given, to one r another
proposal or conclusion. ,all agree' Upon e- central

-asSessment.
The work of the Panel has been possible only be-

cause of the quoin* of its 'staff, 'in 'particular that of
0'40 ,



Richard Corrigan, who has carried Ilia major burditlOf
.1r/towing the !Medal on energy and making Vie Oqflict.
Ins ovidenceihtelligible 10 the panel. We 'have heed' for- .

innate because Mr, Corrigan, a trained nWilYat and
reporter, has covered the energY'fWti for several years for
NaiNnal Journal, J-Ie has learned tb discount the NrecaSts
made so cOnficlently in Previous years, folinderstand'and
Weigh the putt* Claims at special-interest groups, We e.

Owe him a large vote of thanks, .

Mr; R. William Potter, it ,young lawyer, rcarried the
burden for a time of preparing thematerial on the-environ.. "
Meat, but had to leave btifore-, the conclusion of the report;
we thank him for his contribution, ThiRanel also appred-
(ties the help of Robert I-lamrin and William ordan;
who contributed to the environment section, and;the'work
of the COmmission's Ittiminisdative staff, oSpeclally-,
Lottiie A. ;Russell-kawecki"hnd Debra Ic..Atiiick. ,

,Commissioner Thomas C. Jading has: ,brought a
special point of 'viqw to the ',,environinental 'question's, a
view,gained from his experience in government; same of
hiS .probing. philosophical questions Ire printed as a.
separatb statenipnt.'

Daniel bell.
Panel Chairpewon

Cambridge, Wssaghusetts
December 31, 1980
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is the conclusidn of Jilts Panel that I-1,N, energy
nolicy *for the 1980s should he Wooled; its"the first

I _4

order of business, to*vord achieving far higher levels
of energy- efficiency. " ,

TitO nation Will need substantially .more output from
its resources in order to Maintain ,ecoOmic growth) The

. Pantil. believes that greatemnergy ,jifficiettcythat Is, .bet.,
ter.waym'vf using the raw energy reN01111TOS now cblinninied

offers the most signifidant opportunities for meeting the
rising ,demand am. :energy; The 'conservation of energy

. through old and new technItme's and technOlogies ought to
belagarcled as an alternative source of supply, especially in
Meeting 'the 'demand for liquid fuel. Conservation simply
rbpresents .the chettpest,.quiekest,; firest, and least risky
way to restrain the nation's ,.requireraents'ior. enermi
general, and for imported oil in particular, in, 014 1980A.

Not the least'of vonservatioWs attractions is the lessen-
ing of a multitude of environmental impacts and. threats,
as compared to those to be expected . from virtually all
other energy sources, There are also advantages tonational
sectirity,that can be obtained through energy conservation.

Strictly; on economic 'grounds, energy conservation
deserves, the highest priority in: national energy policy"

,through the 19805i-Theassignment of top priority .to
energy conservation makes necessary a true commitment
to this objective by the federal goveinment. This would

.

Mean that the executive branch and Congre§4 having
.already made the decision that many billions of dollarsin
public funds should be funneled into the energy sector,
would support.energy-saving,initiittiveS with a much larger '
share of :federal resources than has been .allocitteil so far,

/Energy- producing ventures, suchas synthetic fuels proj- 7
ects, would be accorded a considerably smaller share Than l
is now contemplated:.

In other .words; this Panel:contends that if 'public
funds are to invested in the energy .Sector; they :should S
go where they are likely to elicit the greatest anclinoSt im-
mediate return=-that. is; 'mainlY into enemy conservation.
.TheY'Shauld nOt.be disbursed to the most costly, and least



PTO lkin g) ellergtflrOthiction,tecitnolost 4, To g great too
Unlit the Pottel expects the 1111110111,011e1110 a higher energy
efficictwy in ninny sectors nod morirets wit out tithlitionol

ledernl.stibsitlies' or directives, Indeed, there 13 evidence

ml, It l this n1114111141 the, Prowl wolfnot widely recon.nl
dint energY 'efficiency elregdy 14 inwroving nt 1443011in 14

to encourage,
!XII@ PiMeldOeS no CialtitNi ImprOvements in energy

efficiehey will reprekenr.,the sole sohition to the nation4-
ellergY predikinmenti-which. 11114 been developing for many
years anti will take to resolve,

- There iq a very, real possibility, for example, that this
nation will be Qonfrontecl with inteatiptions in deliveries of ,

oil Hont tibroatl during the 19110s, Voluntary Q0114001111011 it
1114141110Wobviouily would not be Sufficient to cone with
sudden shortligeti of any magnitude, Cloverittitent-en forced
rationing, ,as well as the use of till -front' A well - stocked
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, would be necessary _to deal

*4 with such 4411 emergency. .

There
,

Ilere 13 also thievery lowly prospect toot world oil
prices will continue tO.rise, nifq there is PO -guarantee that
any energy policy would avoid further economic shocks
such as those already sustained°, Hut rectuctitms in ,u8, re
stilrements for imported oil, which higher levels of energy
efflgiency certainly could .achievtl, would mitigate the
adverse effects 'of, supply Intelruptions or price hikes and
lengthen the odds against such occurrenees,-

-Expectation; of an et0y, end to the nation's energy ,

pl'etlicanient through a surge of new:supplies from any y

single domestic source or Combination of sources,.-nticient
power, oil,' natural .gas, coal, solar energy in.all its fornis,
or synthetic fuelshave41411 overblown and unwarranted.
It is pecause Os Panel sees\Mt early splut lotion the supply
side that if looks tolinprovenknts in energy cfalency. as
the most praimatic Short7tirmreponSe. At the sane time,
research and dev,eloritbent.programs should be hcceleralecl
to assess the potet21,6f-alternative energy sources, espe-
cially renewablek- °times.
:. The Panel atiproachei the cluster of energyiSsu4 with

- some measure of, Over.the past decade, there
have. been countless 'attempts to craft 4' mational.,: energy

.

program; doubtless' there will bp more sucff:undertaldogs
during the 1980s, Those' 6nga4ed, in ,these exercises have ,',"'"
round that energy foreedsting is rtfiost ineztact'science,- .

Very feW analysts have anticipated' the actual cdurse eif:V
events in the productioh,.conSumption, ehntrol,*anct.pric-
ing of efiergy,'Because the future is open to defioition, the
situation demands that .prOtiOials be offered or consideres
by-,411 who have a .stake in what hapPehS,;nextr-in, otheet*
words, by all Anirieans....

4



No one,is truly qualified to pose as an expert bn
; energy, if thbroad reach of energy- related topics is taken

into account; but 'no one can beexcusd or excluded from "

joining thedebatts, either. The issues involve much more
VIA geolbgy,. or economics, or engineering, or any other
Single field of inquiry, and really present questions about
which value the nation prjzes and which risks it is willing
to take. In the end;the public will be setting its own energy
policies by the actionsIaken in the inarketplace, in the con-
duct° of personal and community and busineSs life, and in

\the political arena:-

It may be that tiii other dome&tic policy challenge of recent
times has.been addressed as, forcefully -and quickly,, and
with. such notable progress, as has the task.of halting the
degradation of America's environment. '

In the 1970s the United States entered intb.a.tong-term
commitment to restore and protect the quality Of the en-
vironment. The signing of the ,National Environmental
Policy Act (January 1, 1970)-signaled the start_of a decade

.pf legislative'and,administrative initiatives at all levels of
government. At the federal level aione, some 20 tnajOr en-

,virohmental laws were enacted during the decade. The conl,
,trot pollution and the preseniation of natural resources
became major items of public business.

This ,,cdnurtitment to environmental quality was mani-
fested by the adoption of national) air and ivaterquality
standards,' by the investment of federal funds' in the
construction of sewage treatment plants on a massive
scale, and by the establishment of 'two federal agencies,
the Council an Environmental Quality in /he Execthive
Office- of the President and the Environniental; Protttc-,
tion Agency, to monitor developments and to enforce
standards. .°

Significant results have in fact been achieved.. The air
is, indeed cleaner: data on ambient air quality in most,
major metropolitan areas indicate that levels of pollution

_have .been reduced thrbugh the enforcement of emissions
standards on stationary and mobile sources. And-the water
is purer: measurements of water quality show continuing
declines in pollution levels as a result of restrictions on in-
dustrial discharges and' improved treatment of municipal
wastes. The benefits accruing from these programs include
a healthier environment as well as a more pleasant one.

This is not to say that pollution has been brought
under control, or that the environmental objectives that
have been ,,set will soon be reached. In the changing
economic conditions of the 1980s, the nation will be facing
complex questions about the 'costs of attaining further
reductions in bcillution and of minimizing hazards to

The
Environment

3



human health, While confronting mounting; pressures on.
the domestic and global environment.

The context in which eitVironrnental issues are dealt
with, today differs from that of the'early 1970s. As the
1970s began,'AmeriCans seemed to believe that theenviron-
ment could be cleansed rather quickly. The 1980s areilikely
to be characterized by a greater appreciation of the magni-
tude ot this 'task. After roughly a decade's exPerience with
the Clean Air Act, the Federal Water Pollution Control

- Act, and bther environmental laws, it h ecome apparent. = .1
,.that controlling pollution is neither sim nor"cheap, and
that the pursuit of environmental objectives may'result in
clashes with'othet national goals.

As these control efforts continue, controversies in-
.. evitably will emerge over how'high a priority should be at-

tached to a cleaner envirnment, or how quickly, (and at
*..

what cost)' a specific environmental standard should be at-
tained. The I.4S. economy suffers from We inflation and
stagnant 'economic conditions, and it might be expected
that the public interest in environrnental goals :would

. slacken. But there has been nci.iudication th2t support for
pollution control programs has fack. Public_ opinion
surveys consistently indicate strong backing for govern-
ment efforts to protect the environment, even as the costs
of compliance have risen. There is, however, 'a wider
recogniticin that these Polities may have a marked effect,
positive or negative, on efforts to achieve various other na-
tional objectives. ;

' At what point might trade-offs between environmental
goals and other national-priorities be necessary? That will
depend on essentially political judgments, tb be made
when the relative values of national objectives come into
conflict. There' is' no rule by which thealue of environ-
mental quality can be assessed.

The costs of controlling pollution represent govern- rt

ment-mandated corrections to the traditional workings of
the marketplace. In the past,, polluters used common
resourcesair, water, and landas free receptacles for
their wastes. The degradation of thtse resources reduced
their value tusthe public, although aii*accounting of these
losses had not appeared in the nation's economic indices.

, In the 1970s the United States began to require pol-
luters to internalize the costs associated with the abuse of
these resources. Now those responsible for pollution are
being held accountable for preventing, minimizing, or
repairing the damage. the costs of control are added to the

, prides paid by .consumers for the goods and services pro-
duced with these resources.

' As the cost of cornpliance with environmental stan-
dards rises, users will tend to curtail their most resource-
intensive processes and to raise the prices' of their most

- . ..-



resource- intensive goods and services' leading to rednced
production, lower demand, and less pollution. In/some
instances, users will be unable to recover their additional
expenses because of market condit ions; if they cannot
otherwise adapt their operations to-offset the extra costs, ...,
the effect will be to curtail or halt the use of that resource,

Environmental standards are not:alwaYs incorporated
smoothly into the workings of theconomy. ey can Min
disruptive effects on employers, employees

p
rnd comuni-

ties,and federal assistance may be ne essary $o help;
reloCate or retrain workers who loge their,jobs ag a result of
federal environmental standards.- W4edan environmental
standard appears to %threaten the ecdnomic viability of an
industrial facilityto cite the most eitreme, and' relatively
rare, instance of conflict-7-sociekitlen is faced with the
question of whether- the standard# worth enforcing.

There ca be no fixed rules for settling such' questions.
In light of the exporested national interest in protecting and ,

imprbvingInvirorniental quality, the political.Trocess
seems to have put the burden of proof on those4whd welch
weakening' or 'postponemeni of environmental standards.
In' circumstances' that present 4 clear threat to public 0,

health, the enforcement/Of. environmental standards -mast
- ' fake Primacy. The, safeitfarding of natural resources has ', 7. a -become a , continuing responsibility of `flue -publicand

private sectors,. and shOuld not be regarded as "easily.
expendable. - is- ../ .

The nation's commitment to 'a cleaner 'environment is -
not absolute, but it has been given a high priority; Only in
some few inst/nces should action be deferred pecause of
serious and irreconcilable conflicts ,witti other objectives:"...
That is the legacy of the first en' ironmeRtal decade. '

The environmental objectives) that were set in the
,1970s'arelikely to remain goals for the 1980s; however, the1
methodi used to attain them might be changed. The en-
vironmental regulatory systerri is a new ones and some
variations in approach, -may. be warranted to .inakelhe
system work more effectively and with less discordi,More '
significantly, 'future gains in energy efficiency resulting
from rising energy prices can be expectedto limit the pollu-
tion that would have occurred had energy consumption
followed-its previous high growth rate.. The moderation in
'demand for raw energy resources may prove to be the most
effective means of protecting environmental quality,
because so ,many ,environmental problems are associated
with the production, the transmission, and the consump-
tion bf energy.,:

.



his Panel begins its assessment of the energy situ-
ation with a sense that the dimensions and charac-

. ter of the problem.have not been well defined. As
the nation moves into the 1980s, an appreciati

of the long-term nature of the energy crisis is in order

n.survejls, wh the nation really faces a crisis
There has been wapread doubt, reflected in public

.opinio
and, if so, what the natureof the trouble is, what caused it,
arid howsit should be handled. In the absence of a'common
understanding of the problem, it is not surprisinwhat: cor-
rective actions have been difficult to find. .

The Panel wishes to emphasize that ,there are several
timeframes involved in effecting a massive transition in
U.S. energy systems. The present-predicament arose from
a complex .,ebnIbinatiori of events and circumstances, in-

. cluding the fact that this country's knowtrreserves Of dude
-oil are running dry. The problem should not regarded as
something° that can be cured with any magic formula
within the next'10 years. ,

It could be said that the 'United States brolfght its
...prediciment uponitself by failing to husband its immense

natural resources more wisely, by faili g to prepare sooner
for a transition from a petroleum- conomy, and by
failing to.anticipate the imnact of we intrusion into
the world oil mark t. The United St.' can, Fiowever, if
time and circumsta ces allow, accommodate itself to the
closing of the 'era of cheap energy.

.

° 4n evaluating the present .energy situation, it is useful to Consumption
s break down enational $onsumption figures by principal sec- Patterns

tors and regions, to show how much energy, and what kinds
of energy, are being used for whiCh purposes.

Aggregate figures show that total U.S. energy demand
increased Sporadically during the 1970s before leveling off
in 1979. Demand in 1979 totaled 'about 79 quads"(quadril-
lions of British thermal units).* A closer look at the

* A British thermal unit (Btu) is the amount of heat needed to raise the
temperature of one pound df water by one degreg'Fahrenheit.



.numbers 'reveals thatvirtti alyof the growth in .eriergy
demand,dUringthe 1970s occdriedf.wilhin two categories
in the generation of-electric pthver; and in thetrnsporta-

-tiOn sectOrn4,
The trOsportation :sector is aspecial cage,. because.,,it

operates aldiogi exclusively. on oil. Private automobiles c
taint for about 55 percint of cohsumption within thi_ s c-
'toil/trucks, 24°percent; 'planes, 8 percent; railrOads, 4 per-.
:cent; and buses,' less than 1 percent; with'other forms of
Oarfsportatibn (pipelines, ships, etc.) making up 'the
balance'

The private automobile almost-surely will rem the
principal means of transportation through the 1980 and
beyond, althoUgh other. 3Thicles offer. far more energy-

°efficient methods of -transportation, Past, government
..policiesincluding the issfiance of..governmerit-insured
mortgages that spurred the great postwar growth of sub-
urbiar,iand the construction of the. nterstate highway'
syste the proceeds of motor fuel taxesvirtually
guarantee that the car wilt continue to.dOniinate the na-.
tion's transportation system- through the. end of ..this
Century. .

Moreover, gasoline consumption" is highest. in 'the
faStest-groviing regions,of the nation, in the Sun Belt states
that .are not well suited, to fixed mass-transit systems. Two
states, California and 'Texas,. account for '18 ipercent.of

-U.S. gasoline Consumption; New York State uses about
half as much .ga-soline as California.? About one;fhird of

gasoline, accOfding to goveftiment estimates, is used fOr
commuting to and froin'ivorIc. Three-fourthS of that ftiel.A
iiseo by,WOrkers who-live 10 milesin4riord frilm their jobs.
More than hatf the Ratiop'sjobi now located on the
fringes of major -urban areas .rather than inside. central .

.

cities, where...mass-transit. systems ;are coricentated.?
The ,other three end-use 'Sectors, in statistical pcirtraits

of U.S. energy use; are residential, commercial, and indas-
- trial. These three sectors shoWed Very little' change iduring

the 1970s in-total energy consumption, except for their in-
creaSed use of electric poWer. In addition; -;these sectors ac
tually consumed much less electric energy than is attributed
to them;. approximately two-thitds of the raw, energy that
go8 into the generation of electric 'power from foSsil f els
is lost in conversion and transmission, dnd is nev
delivered in the.form of electric power.`Thils,ihe Ation is

" really using less energy thah is commonly recognized. This
loSs, of delivered energy is one drawback to be considerted
in energy policies that are designed to stress heavier
reliance.on electric power.

.

, kry the industrial sector, which is the No. .1 user of,
energy, consumption isconCentrated within two regions and
a small number of manufacturing operations: According..

.

.8



to one governinent survey,°nearly half the energy used by
',the U.S. industrial sectorit-the mid-1970s was consumed
intwo of the nation's nine census regions-r-the,Nest SOIrth
Central area'(Arkansas, Lquisiana, Oklahomi, and Texas)"
and the East NOrth Central industrial belt (Iflin*; Indiana,

. Michigan, OitioAand Winonsin). In 1974, iiitlpstries in
these two regions used a total of 9.9 quads, 'half the ,20.1.
quads Used by the indusiiial sector nationwide:

On a nationwide basis," acedpriing to the same stitvey,
the chemical industryaccounfed,for one-fidurth of totaj in;
dustrial energy use, or 6.2 quads; the tiritnary metals &him
(steel, aluminum, and others), 4.8 quads; petroleum refin-
ing, 3.1 quads; and thebaper, industry: 2.2 quads:s

These .figures illustrate the importance of ilia' to the
U.S. economy and in the U.S. energypiii, especially in
transportation and in certain oil-bred nithistriei such as P,
petrocheniicals and, refining.

The roo of the U.S. energy.16,
predicament may be saih to Supply

lie in the shrinking domestic base of conventional v rude, .Patterns
oil, ,the nation's primary energy source. Oil-production*
begin falling at the start of the 1970s, and despite a short

' surge in output when tail frotn Alaska's Vorth Slope began
flowing the slump appears, fo be irreversible.

Most government,.inclustry, and acklerpic studies agree
that xonvenlional crude bil production is on a downhill°

° course. Recent projections by the Central intelligence Agency,
the Depar Enent of Energy,The General Accounting Office, '0' '

. the Congress nal Budget Of , ResOurces for the Future°,
and Shel to cite severa these disparate sources,. -,,,-

indicate that ther is very little hope fol' a resurgence.
U.S.- oil/prod tion, reashed-a.p6k of 11.3 million

barrels a day in .19 (Ond milliOrr barrels of oil :a-day
rOughl9 2 am a year's) Oufput dropped tb a low of-,

8.1 million.barrels a da nr,1976,sand ha, by the ftrit few.,
months of 1980, bad cTrrbed back up to 8.7 millioxib-n-frels-r
a day.l'he'rebound was up to the 197g start2ap of produc--
tion on Alaska's North Slope, with.Alaskaluoil--10980
floWing atql rate 0.1.6 million barrels a day. Without this
contribution, U.S, production would have been only 7A
million barrels a.day.6 ,

The record-fitting reserve at 'Prudhoe Bay was dis-
covered in the late 1960s; nothing approaching the magni-
tude of that 10;billion:barrel bdrianzalias been reported 13
this Country?, sincedespite the enormous intrease-in the
value of. oil and sharp acceleration of drilling activity: U.S.
proven reserves of_crnde oil have dwindled over the Past 10
years. At the end of 1979 the oil industry listed such
reserves at 26:5 billionibarreli,Arepresenting only about 8
years' supply at the current rate of prodbetion.7 s
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Demand for Oil continued fo rise sharply in the early 1970s;.
resulting in the abandoninent of the Mandatory Oil Import
Qubta program in spring 1973't The percentage of imported
oil in the nation's total oil: supply rose 'sharply, nearly
reaching the halfway point ti'ythe ldie 1970s; domestic out -
put 'simply could not satisfytonsurner demand. The entry
of ifie United States as a major buyer in the world oil trade
allovyeethe member nations of the Organization of Petro-
leum Exporting Countries (OPE)foraise their Prices,lincl
collect the,, profit's' associated with a sellers' market. U.S.
importers were competing "Ikith 'European and Japanese
buyer&among others, for access toiimited supplies.

This nation's mounting reliance on imported oil,
,especially from the yOlatileMiddle.Easi, also subjected-the
United States to the hazard of interruptions in supplies
through political of military action. The oil embargo o0-,
1973-1974 and the curtailment. of Iranlari production in

-;1979 caused serious economic shocks to the United States
and demonstrated the risks invoWed in such reliance on
Middle East

,
DE74enderfce
on Imports; 1..

During4e.' Os the -.-S. government sought to assemble
a set ot\iiatiO 11.erie gy policies that would respond to the
oil embArgo and the escalation of world oil prices.. The
governniept manifestly was unprepared to deal with the
challengsi:In the succeeding years, the gcWg' was slow, the
debates were bitter, and the energy 'Situation in many
respects got worse. .

A full review of the energy policy pronountements and
' laws 'of the 1970s is beyond the scope of this report. but

one point to 'be ma is that There has been an underlying,(...
divergence of opinion 'betwe.,en the government and .the
govelned on a crucial matter of energy economics that is,
on the tlirstion of 4hethe'r.energy is underpriced or over

The past three Administrations have based their
recommendatiOns at least in part on the proposition, often
unstated, that energy _has been too cheap, and that con.-

T 'sumers ought to pay the true-pfice 'Of fuel and power
that is, a price rel ted to the 'energY-equivalent ue'ol;a
barrel of importe oil. The public's reading.of hej rgy
'1-Oblein,.it seem ;sat' tOisa , has been exactl reve
energy, pritabhave risen to high. 3overnm t 'Officials

' have never presented a strong case directly to th Wilk on
the counterpivaiictive effects of price controlg, and poli-
cies designedNo piisliTrices even higher thus appeared to
be ill-advised and harmful.' .

Ecpnomic theories dictate that energy'be priced At its /
replacement cost, thari the going rate for the next avail-

s able unit of supply. .If price e held beloiALthis replacement

Energy Pricing
Policies: /
The 1970s

1. a
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level, consumers not receive `the' pibper signals in the .

marketplace, ,and will consume. More ener than they or
the natiaasa whole cari afford. nergy pro, ucers; mean-
while, will be disinclined to meet demand i they cannot
reeeivew at they regard as the real value of it products
in the m rketplace, because of pride controls.

In ractice; thes0 theories can result in rapid, across-
:// the-bo rd price incrPises Aroughout the economy as

doinestic energy- prices .rjse to world prices. If price con-
trols. duffing the 1970s held.dornestic oil at an artificially
lbw ,level, it- is also true that the OPEC cartel ;Abruptly
lifteil prices to an artificially high level in relation to -the
true cost of getting .oil from existing fields: OPEC pricese.

have been ,based instead on an assessment of the real Value,
i: .of ,this finite resource in an oil-dependent world.
'',- In the United States, two recefsions, soaring inflation,

. a sharp drop in the.dollar's.vafue, and a large increase in -,
the .S. trade deficit, have beenattributed to, the conse7;:

i down the price of domesticAuels, energy prices ro
quences of OPEC's actions. Even with price controls hd
ng

prectitously, in relatioh td the prices; of other gods
se ,ices. The Consumer Price Index, ,stlarting, at .a ba
lop in 1967, increased' to 217.eat -,-the end

. energy component of that index; also startili
1967, reached 275.9. The Producer Price Inde
of wholesale prices; rose from -100 to 236.
period; its energkeomponent jurrip'404-'

It iis clear that, higher 'priceSblilay /e
nomic growth Outside the eiXA',;g01- t,
Council of Economic >A"dviserS,haf ,ern it , 411 1,
the "net oil arag"that is, the'iii;:erfaie ranjci. of 1
weals Cr() toil consumers tlijoretin:4anClt ornestic pro-

.., ducerse minus the funds that oil prodUcervh'reexPectedlt '
put back ,Inteljbe-IS4S. econiny;,ACcOrditig' to the Cou :.

expected' to increasety an id,ditional. billion in 1980.
cil, the net giWagIncreaked,bi $53 bilr1979 and'v7as

(That was on the basivof '1974. V'ear-ehd 'oil prices, which /-
haveince gone up stilllhigher.):,45tit*end of 1980, the net
oil dig was eXpected to h ve increased over a 2-year'span

, _by an amount equal to 31 rcent of',the nation's gros a=
°..tional product (GNP).'°

By insisting on lifting :p ice,:controls On dornestid oil
slowly, Congress has allowedW.S.cconsumers to Obicl paying
the full current rate for energy-supplies, and reliance
on imported oil probably increased as a.resultmBitt it could
also bearkued that. Congress bought time for the nation to
adapt itself to the-new era of high jpriced energy; and thaethe
economy benefited temporarily from this gradual education
in energy economics, . All domestic crude oil will be ,decon-
trolled by October 1981, and new,nataral as will be eXeinpt
from controls by-1985, according to current schedules..



.. . . .
tlf_U.S. proOtictiory crude oil continues tolecline, a is Policy Option's
eipected,1 je'amounts of energy from other sources(C . for the 1980s'
be require mplyto maintain the present energy supply.

s , '

Stipp se, f rfeicample, that U.S 'production of srude Oil
&pp by-1. '-: on barrels a day by the close of this decade.'
This , :.','worst-case estimates it is a conservativevro-
jectio ..: d on available data. lo replace the amount of
ever taihed in I million barrels a day which. is the
year equivalentrof approxiniately 2 quads, the following
Wo be needed:.
N

0 Construction of up tq 100 new nuslear powerreac-
2, toys of 1,000 megawaits each (ffore reactors than

, are presently in .service); or .,
O

.0 Mining roughly 400 million extra tons of coal each
iyear, representing an increaseof one-half the cur-

rent production rate; or
O Operation of 20 synthetic fuel plants, each capable

of prdducing 50,000 barrels a day of fuel4from.coal
or shale; or . - ,

O Delivery of ari.extra 2 ,trillion cubic feet a year of
natutal gas, or more than one-tenth of the current
production level of this fuel.

1 .4

Izitt la of th,is energi could be subitituted.directly to
oil.' These figures illustrate the massive demands tha
would-bi placed (in other resources merely to maintai

iNA wait-an s

4

policf will not sufficef Nor will 'longer-term 'poli i

current level of U.S. energy production

although necessary to help effect a transition to renewab
,rFources, be of much help between 1980 and 1990.

Assuming this.forecdst of a drop of I million barrels a
day in U.S". oil' production during the 1980s,,the following

..' options are available fOr tonslderation: additional reliance
on imported oil; all-out produetiOnof conventional fuek;
quick traMition to renewable resources; ona_Stronger com-
mitment to energy conservation. ,

. -

' Since the 1950s, the U.S. government has spoken of the
national security advantages of self-sufficiency in energy
producpon.'Clearly, the United States cannot allow itself
to become overly dependent on imported oil, which is
expensive and unreliable. Such reliance makes this nation-
vulnerable to political blackm and economic warfare,
and heigiitens the risk of mili ary cqnfrontation in a
worldwidd scramble for access to it supplies. Yet this is, in
practice, the Solicy the United States has been following
since the domestic production of oil began to drop. During
the 1970s, annual impoits rose by as much as 250 percent
over the 1970 volume.''

More Imports:



The United States can continue to meet its e ergy
guirernents by bidding for more oil on the world Market.
This course need not be.as reckless as it sounds. Whiluy7
ing more oil abroad, the nation could seek to diverSify khe
sources of the oil, and at the same time commit itself `t?
buying oil for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve as insurance
against interruptions in deliveries.

' One troubling aspect of this 'policy is that there might
not be enough oil for sale around the world to meet the
needs of the United States and other nations. Much will '.

depend, of course,' on decisions reached by oil-exporting
countries as to the speed with which they will tap their
reserves. Much will depend, too, on the success of ext3lora-.-
tory drilling in frontier,regions, which might' add consider-:- -
ably to total production capacit

Non.-OPEC nations outside t Communist sphere can
now produce a little more than alf as much oil as the
OPEC nations, whose total production capacity is esti
mated at'32.fr million barrels. a day: This represents anon-
OPEC prOduction increase of one-third since 1970." The '

OPEC cartel still dominates the market, but other
pliers are weakening its control. .

Whether the non-OPEC nation's -Willtontinue to.boost
pioduction during the 1980s is an open question. Some
observers expect that non-OPEC output will rise as high as
30 million tb 46 million barrels a day by 1990, and expect a
wcirldwide oil glut. Others are not:: so sanguine.- One
specialist suggests that total world -oil production, includ-

. ing OPEC and non-OPEC oq, will.peak during the 1990s.
Oil-producing nations could not be expected td raise their
production rates in the meantime if oin value is likely to
keep rising. Exxon expects that,.even with a substantial rise
in non =OPEC production, total world oUtput will level off
by the year 2060."

It shOuld:be kept in mind that non-OPEC oil is not ,any
' cheaper than OPEC oil; indeed, North Sea oil is priced at Ai'

premium. And it is doubtful that any oil-producing nation,
would deliberately lower world prices.by flooding ace
market.

, Another factor to be consideredis that the developing:
nations 'of the world will need an ever largef share sir
whatever, oil may be' available. The United States, which-
rapidly became the world's leading oil linporter during tie..
1970s, may antagonize both developed and developing na-
tions by bidding. for additional supplies and,thus Provokr
ing further increases in oil prices.

The oil-iniporting nations, including. the United
Slates, damage one another by bidding for oil amid; feais
of a shortage. The 079 Iraniadproduction cutback led
a doubling Of world oil prices; although -world oil Prodti;e-
tion actually was higher than in 1978, becauSe of punk

3.
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buying:by c mpaniek:.,goverriments, and individuals.'4 In-
creased reliance on it oil by the United States might
lead to worse consequences in the next real -or perceived
emergency.7.

Even at curreneimPort leyels; the United States is not *,prepared to cope ,with a major interruption in suppli
Emergency conditiohs might require the imposition of a
rationing prograin; which the government does not yet

`seem in a positioit'tb conduct. The United States should
. also develop, in concert with other oil-importing nations, a

workable and equitable oil,sharing arrangement,for possi-
ble emergency use:.:1:

This panel cannot guess at how much oil remains to be
found in the wOOct; dr how much of it eventually will be
brought totarkel, or at what price, in both economic and
political terms.ilecausetthe uncertainties-are so great and
the risks so high; the Panel concludes that 'a national
policywhether explicit or implicitof relying on addi-
tional purchases of imported oil to meet future U.S. energy:
demand cannotit* pursued. However, this does not Mean
that the U.S.:7';governtnent, .U.S..-based oil firms,

IhMild not help expand worldwide production capabilities,
of seek access' 'some of the new- kipplies that may
beipme available. Among,the opportunities to be purkied
are further deYelopment of petroleum reserves in this
hernispliere, 'notably Min exico, Canada, and Venezuela:

The Uniied"StateS shOuld not abandon efforls to buy
oil for the Strategic Petroleum Resrife, which currently
contains 18s . than 100 million barrels, about two weeks'
supply of imported oil. The 'Panel, recommends !that the
next Administration exercise every effort to obtain more
oil for the keserve, unless market conditions are such that
Purchases would have clear and immediate adverse effects
on world supplies and prices...

Drawing oil from the Strategilessen
the immediate effectp of arc ReSery could only

severe Shortag , hOweve
. e,_

the existence of a fully stdcked reserve would n dt
sufficient insurance'for this flat* to look abroad for extra
energy as a long-term policy.

- \ The next option to consider is a, stepped-up effort More
increase production from other conventional dame is Conventionali
resources.: FiAvls,

Few would quarrel with,the objective of increasing the .. er :
.percentage of domestic resources in the U.S. energy supply kb

mix. The relevant questions are how much energy, and .
'what kinds of energy, the, United StateS will require; what
contributionS can reaSonably, be expected -From conven-
tionrit nonreneWable, resources toward meeting this de-

. mild; and what and environmental costs would
be incurred in trying to, increase present rates of produc- 14



tion. Certainly the idea of quickly reaching national self-
. sufficiency, has outlined by President Nixon in his "Project
Independence" speech in,1973, has since been widely dis-
missed as unrealistip.

Oil. The Panel assume that production Of crude oil
will drop by at last 1 million barrels a day during the
1980s.; Higher. recovery rates from some reserves and new
discoveries in: frontier areas at best may partly offset a
steady decline in output from producing fields. The United
States cannot count on oil that has not yet been found
inside* its borderslo.maintain its curript production level.

Natural Gas. As is the case with oil, proven reserves of
natural gas deClined during the 1970s dsspite rising prices
and. a resurgence in drilling activity. According to the
American Gas.Association, proven reserves at the end of
1979 totaled 195 trillion cubic feet, representing only a
10-year supply at the current production rate." There are
recent indications that newly tapped reserves may stabilize
tIe gas supply. Some of the new production comes from
',sap!! "pockets lafgas that previously were not considered
worth Jdevefdpi ng. In the. Appalachian area, for example, a

. ' 'smakl-scale bdom hts improved, local supplies.
It is also, possible that sizable new supplies can be ex-

\tracted from very deep reservoirs, from once-impefietrable
forrpOdni, and from geopiessurized brine. Still, there are
rib guar\ antees of adequate long-term supplies. as pro
ducers have been offered special incentives to develop new
supplies under the current, regulatory frameyork, but there
,is no assurance that recoverable resources1W111 'expand
appreciably.

One project that deServes special mention is the pro-
josed Alaska Highway gas transportation system, which

would4provide the biggest *Won to national supplies of
Any, energy supply project now pending. This pipeline
network would carryinore thin 2 billion cubic feet of gas a
day from Alaska's North: Slope to markets in the Midwest
and on the West Coait, tapping a reserve estimated at 26
trillion cubic feet. Its construction is expected to cost more
than $20 billion, a record expense fora commerdIal venture.' 6

The Panel recommends that Congress, reach an ex-
pedited decision whether,. and how, development of, this

. pipeline system should take place. The lead times involved
in construction already guarantee that,' North Slope gas
cannot be brought to markets until late in the 1980s, and
the question of-how the project will be paid for, if it is to

built, should be settled quickly.

(Coal. U.S. coal 'reserves are more than ademIate to
meet the nation's energy requirements under any conceivable 15



circumstances, in terms of Btu's. But the direct use of coal
. 'can take care of 'Only a small portion of total U.S. demand,

betatge 'so much Of .-,the economy :now geared to run
'difically on oils

At present, approximately three-fourths of-0.S. coal
,production is used in electric.generatinplants; most Of the
rest is used in industrial boilers. or is, exported. Coal was
virtually driven outOf the residential and commercial sec-
tors years agoYby cill..and natural gas, and by diesel fuel
from the sector. In recent yearS, use of coal
within-the industrial sector has dropped, from 4.-4 quads in
1973°.to 3.6 quads in 1979.- BeCause the largegl-pcitential

::0.S.c'ustorners tor coal over thehe/cf several yearsare elec-
trig utilities' and certaih.industrial users, there re obvious (-

limits to the likely, e?cpansion;.Of coal' sales. in Ithitnestie
"Anarkets. , ,

The 116m/0-plant and Industrial .Fnef use -Act of 1978.'

requires tat..neyv eLeCtriC.generating prants:be.powered by
coal or nuclear' energy rather. Than by oil or natural gas.
This.gives coal a Clear governnient-sanctioned advantage
over its two major conwetifors. Large industrial boilers
also are covered by-this law, so that coal ought to capture
new °rail's in this market. Utility,"and industrial boilers
already`in service that are deemed capable of burning coal
also are affected:therwiSel however, there is not much
domestic market territory for .coat to penetrate, without
new technologiestto prOcess coal, into synthetic oil or gas;
or to make PoSsilee the direct:conversion Of coal to elec-
tricity at competitive prices. The utility_ and industrial
markets, as big aSthey ace, are small inseiation tOthe total.
U.S. energy pictiOsand in their Short-term capability to
use more coal. The oil that is used in the generation of elec-
tricity, for exampImOupted to 1.4-million barrels a day
in 1979, almost 3 quads n substantial figure, bitt still only
about one-twelfth of all oil Consumption." Coal now is the
prime source of fuel. for genernbing electricity. In addition,.
the lead time for copstruction of a coal-fir'ed power plant is
about 10 years, mening that coal's domestic potential for
the 1980s already has been fairly well defined.

Coal exports have riserr;si9ce die most recent oil price
increases,. because. U,.S. Coal now can be burned in Indus-
trial and utility, boiler in Europe and Japan at a competi
tive cost. If a brisk-export businencan be sustained; over
seas sales of U.S. coal would help" to, OffSet the economic
drag Of purchasing imported oil. One recent study claimed
that the United. States could dominate a fast-growing
world coal market, just as Saudi-Arabia has been the most

,

decisive participant in world oil trade."?
However, there are still many factors- militating

against a strong expansion in U.S. coal production. These
include the safety and environmental. associated 16-



..vVith.the'mining arid burning of coal, the lack of adequate
trinspott systems to move more coal into U.S. markets or
to export terminals, and the threat of long-term changes in
climate as, a result of carbon dioxide emissions.

...!Nticiear,P0Wer. It- is now apparent that nuclear power
y(ill not deliVer nearly is much energy before 1990\as Was-
once expected, and that;, its future role in the natio'n's
supply mix is likely'to be quite.fimited. A dtastic reduction
in projeiions for nevi nuclearplants has taken place, with
electric utilities;canceling or defertingorders for new teat-

>tors. The causes include rising construction costs, slOwing,
demand tor electric cower, and new regulatory require- \
ments that were imposed after the 1979 accident at the \
Three Mile Island pc:4%0 plant:

Nuclear power plants were proViding about 1 ercent
the nation's electricity in mid:1980, with 74 r tors

listed in operation. there were 176 units in operation,
under construction, or- on order. In 1975, the total of
operating and planned units was 236.'9

Such factors as the widespread feari about reactor
safety, the continuing absence of an acceptable system Tor
long-term,dispoSal of tincleat waste, and doubts about the
adequacy of U.S: uranium reserves to support.a major ex
pansion of light-water reactor operations, led the Panel to
conclude that the nuclear option cannot be expected to
providhny more energy than is already scheduled, for the
foreseeable future.

Synthetic Fueis. Production of synthetic fuels on a
commercial scale has 'not yet begun in the United States;
'apparently, these fuels do not yet represent a sound invest-

° ment to private industry. The per-barrel-equivalent cost of
extracting oil from shale,.or oil or gas from coal, will cer-

.: tainly be far - higher. than the actual cost of producing con-
ventional crude oil*Evidently this cost is expected to be
even higher.,than the inflated price at which oil sells today.

-.Much of the research, development, and demonstra-
tion work in ,oil shalp processing, coal liquefaction,' and
coal gaSification has been sponsored wholly or in part by
the federal govermynt, with marginal resultS. No corn-
pany or combination of cOinpanies has yet been willing to
plunge into construction'of synthetic fuel projects at its
own risk. This hesitation of the private sector stems in part
froM the possibility that 'world oil prices might fall, by the
time production of synthetic fuels could commence.

The federal government h_ as offere&additiorial in-
. ducernents to the priVate sector to engage in synthetic fuels

production. The Energy Security Act of 1980 authorizes
subsidies of up to $88 billion in the form of fedet oars,



loan guarantees, price supports, 'and direct investments in --
coinmercial-scale projects as part of a long-range develop-_,
ment effort. This legislation sets a national goal of produc-
ing the equivalent of at least 500,000 barrels of oil a day in
syhthetic fuels by 1987, and 2 million barrels a day by
1992.

there are two dttractive qualities to oil-rich shale.
First, as is the case with coal, there is a treat deal of it in the
United States. Second, if the technologies work as hoped; -
shale will provide a liquid. fuel that could readily augment
supplies of conventional crude oil. Synthetic oil,frpm coal, .
or'synthetio gas from coal, likewise might proyide welcome
additioni to the nation's energy supply. Because the na-
tion's most pressing energy pfoblem over the next decade is
likely to be a deficiency in oil produCtion, the 'synthetic
fuels qption has obvious appeal., .

However, this 'Panel believes that the executive branch
and Congress, by proposing vast subsidies for,synthetic
fuel development, have erred by allocating public-funds on
a basis'of expense rather than opportunity. If these prof-
ects really require federal aid on such a massive scale, this
simply confirms that they are still regarded as too costly to -

compete on their own: By using taxpayers' dollars to
launch a synthetic fuels industry, .the government may be
committing itselfrprematurely to the least economic way Of
resolving the energy prohlemkAt best, _this is a choice
whose full costs cannot- yet be e§timated. These costs in-

.: elude' the direct costs of federal and private capital, the in-
. direct costs Of the energy that will be expended in the

operation of a synthetic fuels industrY, and the oppor-
tunity costs of the higher benefitsthat might be realized by
using that money and energy elseithere., _

The Panel recognizes that federal assistance might be
needed to test the commercial viability of synthetic fuels, ,
even should cost estimates indicate se fuels would
be competitive in today's markets. Therefor , the Panel
believes that subsidies 'should be provided, but on a limited
basis. To encourage piivate industry to develop these tech-
nologies, the government should offer a financial "safely
net rather thin direct.aid. for example, the government
could pledge to purchase syntheticfuels from a producer at
a fixed price-, equivalent to the preyailing world oil price, in:
the event that world oil prices later drop. In this way the
government would be involved only as a buyer of last
resort, and would not participate directly in energy invest-
ments.

Any sizable development of synthetic fuels will require
the resolution of serious environmental issues-.-These in-

'elude the reclamation of mined lands, disposal of waste
4p Materials, aljocation of watel- rights,... posiible 'con-

tamination of ground and surface,waters, and control of

?7
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:potentially hazafdousemissions. The grOwth of a synthetic,-
fuels industry, also will Croate.socioeconOmleprobleriislk
the Western states' where developthent will be centered.' ,
The- sudden appearance of construction boom towns in
lightly populated areas will require additional public ser-
vices for temporary residentS.,-

Government stipporf for research, development, and .

demonstration projects shoUld proceed in assessing. the
most promising ways to extract, liquid and gaseous fuels.
from. coal -and shale. The best policy approach' for the

'198ds is.to. evaltiate the potential of synthetic -fuels. is
energy sources for the 1990s and Beyond, but not to expedt

. or demand quick results from such projects.

a

Renewable fuels comprise solar energy, in its Various
forms; biomass energy from world, croPs, and waste.;
geothermal energy; wind, wave, and ocean thermal. energy,
and hydroelectric power.

. Hydroelectric, power hasdemonitrated a Continuing
capacity for growth.1n fact, becauseof recent reductions'

, in nucleaf power output, hydroelectric power has regained
its, position as the No, 4 source of electricity (behind coal,
natural. gas, and oil). More importantly, applications for
licenses for new hydroelectric powei units,' many at exist-
ing darnsites'where 'energy has not been captured before, 7.

are being filed with federaltauthorities in record number's.
These projects, if completed, would provide total electric

/ pbvier equal to the outpdt of at least 16. new, 1;000%
megawatt nuclear reactors.". H !

Except for hydroelectric power, however; renewable
energy sources caiot provide, much additional energy
within the next10 -years. Several new methods 'of using .
renewable sources appear to be highly promising;advanced
wind-powered turbines and. the direct-conversion of.sun-
light to'electrid power mith photovoltaic cells are two ex-,
amples. Efforts are alSo.under way, with mixed results, to
use municipal, agricultural, and industrial. wastes as
sources of heat:and fuel. And tlje application of passive_7..
solar design's 'in the siting and construction of buildings
holds high., potential kir reducitW;future energy require-
ments. . : P.4

But at present rates of market:penetration; new,energy
Production systems based on solar. poWer or other:renew-
able tesofirces will not make a, noticeable imp'act. on na-
tional energy:sUriplies in the r'emaining years of the 1,98Qs.
The-use of active solar -boWer. systems:is concentrated in
marginal services, such as tile heating.Of swimming pools.-
SOme renewable resource technologies-Abr example, the.
Use of ocean thermal:power systems; or the generation of
electricity fkom solar collector gationsstill appear too

Transition to
Renewables
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--costly to merit commercial develciPment. Arldserious quei-
lions have been raised about the use of cropsfor produc-

. t ion of alcohol-bttsed fuels, liecause Of the energy required
to process, these fuels and because of the large tracts' of
farmland that would be needed for large-scale production:

Thus, ,soine renewable resources systems will probably,
provide substantial contributions in the future; others may .
never come into the marketplace. An agenda for the 1980s

- should include fluther research, development, and demon-
stration projects designed to ekamine the potential advan-
tam and draWbacks of 'these systems: However. the
lJnited States should not expect ,an early end to its energy
predicameni; from a sudden infusion of fuel and power
from renehable resources,

In its' massive study of the nation's energy prospects, the
Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems of
the National Academy oP Sciences said: .

[Ms energy prices rise, the nation will face impor-
tant losses in economic growth if vie do not signifi7
cantly 'increase The eConomr.s energy efficiency.
Reducing the growth of energy.demand should, be
accorded the highest priority in national energy
policy. In toe very near future, substa.ntial savings
gan.be made by relatively simple changes in the

'ways we manage energy use, and by making in
vestments of retrofits of, existing capital stock and
consumer &nobles to render them more energy ef-
ficient; The most substantial conservation oppor-
tunities,. however,;Will be fully achievable only.
over th'e course of two or more decades, as the ex-
isting' capital stock and consumer durables are
replaced."

Energy Future, the, report of thd Harvard Business
School Energy_Project, described conservation as "no less
,an energy alternative than oil, gas, coal or nuclear. Indeed,
in the near term, conservation could do more than, anyof:
the conventional sources to help, the country' deal with the
energy problem..""

In speaking of energy conservation, this Panel is not
advocating any form of rationing,or forted curtailment in
the availability .of energy. Nor is the Panel endorsing con-
servation as, knherently guperior on moral grounds, or as a
part of 'a "no-,,growth" doctrine. Gonservation is regarded
instead as a prerequisite to economic,growth. As the Ford
Foundation report, Energy: The Next Twenty Years; put it:.

, We mean by 'conservation those energy-saving in-
vestments, operating decisions, and changes in the

, goo& and services that we buy and use that save

8 9 Q
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nioney-.- Over' the II fe* of energy - consuming .

Octs.-!Money can be ,saved. By substituting -intelli--
gence,:priidence, Maintenance, .better equipment,
or diffeient equipment for purchaied energy; the .
.substitution should,be Made up to the point where
.theost of not using theenergy is equal td the cost
of the energysaved." "-

Support for energy conservation has alsobeen forth-
coming from the energy industry: For example, the Edison
Electric Institute, speaking Tor the'nalion's private electric.
utilities, said in a recent study.that ": vigorous 'produc- '

tive conservation" measuresthat is, the 'cost-effective
Substitution of 'capital, labor and materials for energy .
will be essential.""

Speaking in fa\'or Of higher energy efficiency. is one
thing; demonstrating that improvements in fact can be
achieved at reasonable cost is another. There is evidence '
that theeconomy already is adapting to rising energy prices
with energy:saving steps;.and not at a loss in real economic
growth, but as a way pf maintaining it. Obvernment.stalis-
tics show a continuing dlop in the amount of energy used
in relation to growth in the GNP.
- The , energy/GNP ratio describes the relationship
between energy use and the economy, by. showing the
thousands of Btus used per dollar of GNP (in constant
1972 .dollars). In 1970 this index stood at 62.4. The figure
declined steadily thereafter until it reached 54.6 in 1979,,
the lowest figure for any year since 1947. The first-quarter
1980 figure, expressed'. as an annual`. average,. was 53.0.
While real GNP' was increasing at an average yearly rate of
2.65 percent from 19734hrough 1979, energy consumption
iose at a much' slower rate of 0.88 percept a year.21 .

.Rising energy prices have been instrumental in. re-
- straining U.S. economic growth, in causing the recessions > - 9

-.of 1974-1975 and 1980, and in railing the overall,rateof in- °°°

'nation. Nevertheless, real economic growth-Was achieved
during most of the 197.0swith a substantial reduction in the' .
amount of energy consumed per dollar of .GNP. These
numbers demonstrate that gross energy consumption' can
beseparated from real economic growth, and need
crease at.the same pace.

tckRecent pioj tions of energy supply ancidemand show that Demand
_the United States probably will iequire much less energy Fbrecasts
than had earlier been supposed, in part becauSe of taliger-
vation measures. " ,

Shell Oir Co., fol. &ample, ..recently predicted that .%

growthenergydemand iroiirth will averageabbut 1.2 percent .
annually during the 4980s, compared with a yearly groWth

E
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rate of about 1,8-percent in.the late 1970s. Thia reduction
in forecasted demand is4ecounted for. in part by expected
gainS hfcriirgy efficienct Shell, said that it expiated U.S;
energy demand .by 1990 to be about' 84 quads, rather than
the 98 quads the company, had predicted "earlier,"

Exxon'has Projected energy. demand to grow at a rate
of less than I percent a year through 1990, and of 1.6 per-
'cent a year in the 1990s, By ;the .year. 2000, ExxIOn said,
energy consumption per unit of GNP will be 30 percent,
below what would have been.expected if previous energy/
.GNP ratios 'were. maintained, And the Edison Electric. In.;
'stitute expects that energy growth .rates betinieen 1980 and s'

2000 will :range between zero and almost 3 percent an-
depending on economic growth rates: The Institute

saifurther that the growth rate in electricity would be
higher than that for total energy; bu(still lower than.in the
past, with electricity's growth-rate projected 'at between 2
percent and 5.1'percent a year."

These reduced projections. of future growth in .energy
'demand result in a continpally lower ,target,for U.S. energy
supplies in the year 2000:Until the late 1970s, it was widely
predicted that the nation would requite approximatelY 150
quads or inare annually the.Year 2000.Irt a.1979 study,,

*Resourcek for Aire -Future found that projections: from
various sources were Palling, and'that '`a'distinet clustering
in the range.. of 115 to 130 quads°. for .the year 2000
emerges-." The 'doubling, of .wOrld. oil -priceS7during
has:catisect fupther cuts in .projecteddemand,:with energy
reqUirernerits,for. the'year 2000 now being estimated at ap-
pfoxiMakly.100'quads.Some.foricastersclaim that energy'.

.

Consumptpn might stay. at preSent 'levels ,(78.8 quads in
1979), or even drop below current consuinption."

,>

'major factor to be eon-Mildred-in assessing figure energy
production revel§ is that.mtich of the new raw energy being.
extracted. will .,never., be, delivered to consumers; it will be

.1bSt in cOnversion and transmission.tubstantial amounts
of energy also wilIbe needed to produte the additional..00

°f For.°0,ex0`ainpile,-" Carter Adriiinistration's. national
energy.Piaii yortr#ed a scenario in which total energy sup.:
plies would rise from .78 quads in 1977 to 92 quads in 1985
and to 119 quads in;the'yeai 2000. These figures were not
.discbunted for convtrsionloskes thatwere projected Wirt-
crease from 16 quads in 1977to 22 quads in 1985 and to 35
quads in42000." Thus, although supplies would increase by
41 quads' from 1977 to 2000, 19 quads.of this extra energy,:
or nearly half, would never be put to use

Net Energy
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Exxon has predicted that U.S.- demand, for energy
will 'wefts° from 0.8vercent,per year from 1980 through

1\990 to

An indiCated rise 16'1,6 percent per year in the
1990s, .,this latter rate includes the significant
effect, of a , rapid acceleration in synthetic fuels.,
manufacture. Excluding the energy consumed in
syniuels manufacture, the groWth' rate' would be
1,.2:percent per year,' 1990 to 2000,", .

These numbers indicate that one-fourth orthe projected
growth in ener y demand during the 1990s would result
from the need or energy to process synthetic. fuels.

Synthetic f Is could, contribute the equivalent of .4
Hindi barrels a to 6 million, barrels aday by the year
2000; according to Xon, or 8 quads to 12quads,peryear.

".. But the company's ures indiCate that large-scale conver-
sion of shale and c l'to syntlretic fuels would require the
equivalent. of 2 million barrels a day, leaving a net energy
gain of 2 million to 4 million barrels a day. '

There are, of course, energy requitements associated
with all energy sources. For example, the equivalentiof 5
percehtV the, owes output of a nuclear reactoriis needed
for the . enrichment of uranium fuel, one stage of the
nuclear fuel,-cycle. Even solar energy technology would
entail, some -6nergy losses becauSe of the energy-intensive
components used in some solar hardware. .

The net ent3rgy'concept'deserves more attention in con-
-sidering4hes6sts and benefits of energy systems. -Various
energy Pipduction ventures may not deliver nearly as much
energy. as is claimed for.themand may cost much more
than expecttil--Once "energy expendituies are included.
Conseryatidn measures, by 'contrast, have inherent net
energy advantages. ". --e

Advances in energy, conservation would contribute greatly Environmental
to meeting national objectives' for clean an and clean Impacts
water, and in minimizing total impacts on natural and Risks
resources.

A 1979 report by the Council on Environmental Quality
estimated the .diffet'ences in environmental impacts be-.
tween two energy scenarios. One scenario presented a high:: .4
growth approach in which supplies would total 120 quads
by 2000, or roughly 50 percent above the current level. The,
other was'a low-growth approach in which supplies would
be limited "to 85 quads, about 10 percent higher than at
present.

The high-grOwth scenario would result in twice as
much coal production, the stripmining of nearly twice as
much land,. twice as, many coal-fired power plants, four 23
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tithes as much corridor space for power lines, nearly three
. times,a$ many_ nuclear power plants, and twice as much
radioactive waste as would the low-growth icenario. The
low-growth, approach would lessen these environmental
impacts and reduce unquantifiable risks, such as those
associated With nuclear accidents and with the buildup of
carbon dioxide emissions in the atmosphore.av

There is no clear-cut formula for measuring many of
thd risk,rinherent to different energy policies, or for com-
paring different kinds of risks. Preferying coal to nuclear
energy,, for example, implies a choice between the rela-
tively predictable hazards associated with coal and the
more remote, but potentially catastrophic, dangers of.
nuclear power.,

In one essay on environmental impacts and risk assess-.
ment, the authors made a strong case for conservation as a -----
way of minimizing potential hazards:

If there is any one conclusion that pan be draw n
. . . it is ilia the present.technica4 theoretical and
psychological understadding of our culture is in-
adequate -to deal with the challenges posed by
what we perceive as our energy needs. The full .
consequences of our choices will reinain inaccessi-
ble until they happen, and we should not delude
ourselves otherwise. This very ignorance may be
the most important factor to incorporate into our
decisions. Above all, it underlines the extreme im-
portance of energy conservation."

Progress in energy conservation could also help to reduce Regional
)- tensions between eneriy-importing and energy-exporting Tensions

regions of the United States. .

Some Western states expect to collect massive reven es
Over the next 20 years, through royalty earnings a d
severance taxes on their energy resources. (oil, gas, nd
coal). These states will be in a position to offer tax indnce-
nients, as well as assurances of, adequate energy supplies,
in att'Pacting new industries and bolstering their economic
bases. Although they confront problems inaccommodating
rapid development of their resources to meet national
energy needs, their economic futures appear bright.

Most states will remain net importers of energy, and
their economic prospects have been set back by rising
energy prices and doubts about energy- supplies. Most
energy-importing stateS, especially those of the Midwest
and Northeast, are already burdened by losses of 'popula- _

tion, employment, and tax revenues; they face additional
strains because of their. ,reliance on expensive out-ot-
state energy. The disparities between the energy-rich and 24



energy-poor. states may prov4ko Oivisive actions, and
counteractions, on the fitato and national level, such as ef-
forts to reduce' ar r striOute 'future reVonues of the
energy-rich states; a fib by those states to limit energy".
production within t air bar rs, The Panel sees a distinct
possibility that the contrasting fortunes of the energy-
importing and energy-exporting states will prove to be a
major national issue during this decade,

energy conservation .could not by, itself resolve this
issue, but could' lipit its potentially. harmful.efficts, To the
extent demand for out -of -state energy can be reduced by

. imptOvements in energy' 'efficiency within,, (he energy-
Importing states, their financial problems would ,be less-
ened. And for the energy-exporting States; a stabilization
of demand from other statq for, their resources would
allow them more time to cope with the effects of develop-

,.

ment.
Roger W. Sant, In arguing the merits of an energy son- ;

servation (or "energy productivity") strategy, contends'
that the potential benefits are much ,greater than is com-
monly recognized, and that' the public would welcome a
national energy policy designed to.' make energy services

' available at the least possible cost. "The single most con-
sistent and deep-seated public. perception .of the energy
problem is that it is one Of high prices and costs," Sant
says, and the costs that concern the public are the costs of
actual energy services, not the raw Material costs of energy
resources.

Sant; distinguishing between energy in its primary
forms and,energy services such as heatingi cooling, lighting,

. and,pechanical motion,, says that all these services can be
a elimplished .with less* primary energy than is now con-
nmed. His,least-cost energy strategy would encourage

these savings, in part by stimulating greater competition
throughout the energy market, including the regulated
utility industry." .

A number of studies of the opportunities for improving Opportunities
energy efficiency have been made. Some of these estimates for '
may be too optimistic about the energy that could be Conservation
saved, or too conservative in their projections of the total
expense involved: Certainly there is a history in energy
forecasting of unwarranted optimismthe predictions
that nuclear power would be too cheap to meter, or that
synthetic fuels would be competitiVf if the price of oil ever
reached $7- a barrel, come to: mind

Even with wide margins of error in the estimates, the
possible savings through conservation And the possible
costs of other supply measures stand in sharp,contrast. The
:following proposals, drawn from a number of studies, 25



illustrate 'the magnitude of the savings that may be :

.tabled through conpervation. Tlie linnet believes that these
proposals merle aggreSsive tpUrsult,

The housing sector is ripe for improvements in energy effi The
ciency, One study found that through such measures as Residential
insulation, caulking, weather-stripping, and furnace modi. Sector
fications, the fuel (pod to heat a typical home could be
reduced by 50 percent to 75 percent,

The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment
has found that a vigorous residential conservation 'pro.,
gram could substantially reduce the energy used to provide
heat and hot water to existing houses, at it cost that would
be qdirt cheap" compared to.the cost of producing syn-
thetic fuels. The Carter Administration has said that
energy savings could be achieved in buildings at =iciest
cost at an energy.equivalent price of $10 a barrel
although the Administration has fivored large subsidies
for the far more expensive synthetic fuels."

Several federal programs are intended to help achieve
energy savings in the residential sector. Tax credits. are
available to 'homeowners who, invest in energy-saving
items, a low-interest loan program is being established to
Provide capital, for the same purpose, and a federally
funded progrhm offers insulation services for the homes of
people with low incomes. The government also' has pro-.
posed energy.efficiency standards that would govern the
construction of new buildings, but implementation of this
program is now in doubt. However, these prograMs pro-
vide only limited incentives in comparison to the subsidies
offered for energy production. For example, a 4-year total
of $2.5 billion is authorized for energy-conservation loans;
this is a very small amount in comparison to the $88 billion
.that may be made Ivilable for synthetic fuels.

This Panel is generally inclined' against interfering with
the workings of the marketplace by giving special advan-
tage to private investments that should succeed or fait on'
their own merits. However, the Panel takes the poSition
that additional federal subsidies to the residential sector
Can be justified. These programs would be designed not to
guarantee profits, but to reduce the costs of meeting basic
public needs; they would, represent a one-time expense per
dwelling, rather than a continuing commitment to an
operating enterprise; and they should encourage energy-
saving actions more rapidly, than would be the case if they
were not available. (It is assumed that many people,cannot
affqrd the initial costs of energy-saving measures although
the long-term savings would be in their interest.)

Subsidies to low-income households can be justified
by, reasons of equity. The poor are those most hurt by 26
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rising ;wily
,

prIcosond least able to invest in onergyesay.
Intl Measures, Surveys have shown: that high-Indome house-,
holds, use somewhat more energy than low-income house.:

a holds, ,and that high-income homeowners claim more, anc1;1
'bigger tax credits TotimorgY4aving 'items than do low-

:: Income hoMedwhers, The lower the Income, the fewer and
cheaper are the remedie:s used;41tistle window covers; for
example, instead of storm window)rOntl under ,present
Proiroms, energy-saving investmentsinlrental properties
are not. accorded the same tax breaks as are investments in
owner-occupied homes, Moit of the poor live in rental
housing; changes in the ,program Should be made to 'ea-
courage conservation in all housing units;
',. ;Congress already has , established . new welfare pro,-

graths.that provide payments to the poor to help them meet
the higher costs of pOWer and fuel,',But a continuation of ...r.

'el eves that the national
this, program would accomplish lithing in the way of
energy conservation, The Panel b
interest would be better 'served if some of these- funds were
used for a substantially improved and expanded federally
.subsidized insulation program .fora low-income housing,
Such, a program. would benefit .the recipients because their
'daily househbld energy costs would be reduced, and would

. benefit the nation by contributing' to reductions in energy
..use. ,i

Funds for such assistance' could be 'obtained from the
receipts of the windfall profita tax.bn doniestiboll thatwas
enacted.in 1980. This tax is expectid to generate more than
$200 .billion in federal revenue during the 1980s; a
substantial rtion of the proceeds could be tapped for
energy, con scion programi inlhe residential sector.

Electec utilities. are instituting their,own energy con-
. servation rograms by conducting home audits; arranging

contracts for insulation work,- and installing energy-saving
equipment. These and other changes in utility operations,
such as rate reforms designed toidiscourage high consump-
tion, were established through 'initiatives at the state level

..and through recent federal legislation.. The full impact of
these changes will not be. knownfor some time; bUt can be
expected to aid substantially in ;furthering conservation.

.. :. ..

Higher fuel efficiency performance by w automobiles The
and trucks represents one obvious way in hich energy Transportation
conservation' can be advanced. 'There are, ho ever; many Sector
other opportunities in this sector.

The private automobile is likely to prov e most trans-
. portation during the 1980s and later yea s. Popnlation

shifts within the United Statesqn fact indicate that reliance
on automobiles will increase. The older which have
the most extensive mass transit systems, generally are the 27



'areas in which population and employment are boat declin..
ing, Those trend) suggest that federal policy should aggro.
givelY promote the. use of 01160§ and commuter vanpoojs,'
which are relatively cheap, flexible, and energy-efficient,

A number of factors may combine to stabiliie long-
- term gasoline demand, The price of gasoline has been go-

ing up, and presumably will colitinue to sloe. Price in
creases already have helped achieve a reduction in gasoline
consumption, and price controls on gumline ore scheduled
to expire by October 1981;

Fuel Iconomy standards now--in effect are designed to
reach a fleet average of 27,5 miles per gallon for 1985
models, approximately double the average mileage of new
cars in the mid!1970s. Dramatic gains in fleet mileage stan-
dards for post-1985 models appear technologically feasi-
ble, and perhaps will be attained in part through the intro-
duction of small. cars designed specifically for use in cities.
A standard of 50 miles per gallon for 199Q models, and o(
80 miles per gallon for 1995.nidels, has been suggested bA.
one official," it Is not clear, whether ambitious mileage

' standards for future models' ,should be set now by the
government, or. whether public demand alone will be suffi-
cient to bring about additiOnal gains in fuel efficiency.

Industry, the biggest energy-consuming sector, already hasp''' The Ihilustrial:
made significant strides in energy conservation; According Sector
to one authority, ". . industrial output in goods and ser-
vices rose 12 percent between 1973 and 1978,. while indus-
trial use of energy dropped by more than 10 percent. . .

This Arend has accelerated in 1979.""
Energy-saving means that are immediately available to

industry include cogeneration systems (which produce
*. both steam and electricity), improved boilers and furnaces,
variable - speed electric moiors, waste-heat recuperators, .
and air-to-fuel ratio controls. Cogeneration is one of ,the
best prOspects for cost-effective energy conservationit
"can reduce by roughly 30 percent the amount of fuel re-
quired to separately generate the same .amount of power .

and steam," according to the Council .on Environmental
Quality. Cogeneration syitems could save up to 3.5 quads
a.year by the year 2000 (about 1.75 million barrels a day of
oil equivalent). The advantages of cogeneraiion include
lal.vercapital Investment than is needed for separate"power
and steam systems, possible reductions in transmission
costs, lower requiremenis for cooling water, and shorter
installation times." . .

. The 1920 Public. Utility Regulatory. Policies Act is in-
tended to encourage widespread use of cogeneration sys-
tems, which were used throughout the United States until
central station electric poweroffered cheaper energy: And 28'



Oilier government efforts have been ma e to roducc Indus,
trial reliance on oil and natural gas, to traensa the use 6f
coal, and to take conservation more seri usly,

This, Panel cannot say whether alloi of new govern,
Mont incentives, standards, and laws are \needed at this
time, Certainly the rise 10 raw energy prices\yould seem to
offer incentive enough for industry to Wm eborgy conser-
vation opportunities wherever they might arise, Energy is
used in more ways than this Panel could hope to enumerate,

any company Ought to be the.best Judie of\ how and
whereto to cut its own energy costs,

Untilonow, however, the full social costs of high energy
consumptiotrAticluding Its effects on national security,
On the environment, and on the general health of the
economymire not recognized by industry or any other
sector;When all those casts are taken into account, which -
'would be the. logical outcome of the long-running national
debate Ove,r, energy policy, energy conservation 'should be
the first option chosen by both the private: and public
sectors,
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Chapter 2'

THE

.Ermronmental
Challenge

he environmental problems orate 1980s may
prove to be more difficult, and in some cases
more urgent, than those of the 1970s. The nation,
has begun programs to regulate the pollutants.

that are' asiot to identify and control. The critical ques-
tion now is how to anticipate the consequences of new en-
vironmental hazards, especially those of global scale; The
concerns of the 1980s are likely to include the control of
toxic substances, nationwide land use patterns, and the
degradation of global resources.

There is anew awareness of a set of environmental prob- Toxic
lems of unforeseen hazards that are the legacy of the Substances
chemical age. Hazardous wastes and toxic chemicals can

,cause cancer, `genetic alteration, neurological damage, and
fertility lossthe subtle, degenerative effects that come
from long-term exposure to fairly low levels 'of certain
contaminants.

Indeed, the pi'oblem of hazardous waste disposal,
epitomized by the Love Canal tragedy, is the most urgent
environmental challenge facing U.S. industry \ today. Of
the more than 77 billion pounds of hazardous waste
excluding radioactive materialsgenerated each year, the
Environmental Protection Agency '(EPA) reports that' a
startling 9Orpercent is disposed of in an unsound fashion.
An estimafed 800 disposal sites-around the nation now
pose a potentially significant danger to human health as
well as jo the environment. Jus4t to contain these wastes
will cast an estimated $4 billion, and to clean them up corn-
,pletely could take a staggering $44 billion. Hundreds of
new. chemicals are introduced each year; the importance of
monitoring, these substances and ensuring their safe. use

. and disposal cannot be overemphasized.
Another aspect of the chemical pollution problem is

4rouodwater contamination; recent samples reveal some
eonfamination from past chemical -cli-sposal practices.

4nOrmous quantities of 'groundwater could be poisoned by
the year 2000. Techniques, must be developed to clean

.



Contaminated supplies and to protect noncontaminated
sources. Programs to: safeguard groundwater supplies
from contamination and depletion should be begiln in
preparation for increases in demand for water.

Important changes in patterns of land use have occurred in
this century. The nation's population now depends on, the
vast consolidated farms of the Midwest and the West for
food, rather than on small farms adjaCent to towns and
cities. The changes are reflected in the loss of topsoil, wet-
lands, and hardwood Torests in rural America, and by the
scarcity of parks and recreation lands available to city
re idents.

specific land -tise problems facing United States
today are siting of new energy facilities, the protection
of Coastal z nes, and the preservation of historic and
cultural ieso rces. There are a number of government pro-
grams that address these problems; recent experience sug-
gesti that these programs should be strengthened and that
better coordination among the various levels nd' branches
of government is needed. Controversies over the siting of
energy facilities in coastal areas demonstrate the need for
improved efforts to identify environmentally critical areas
in the earliest stages of planning. Better planning and coor-
dination at all levels of gOvernment are needed to control
the effects br rapid energy development, as shown by the
environmental, -social; and economic problems that have
characterized energy boomtowns in Alaska and the Rocky
Mountain states. New regional planning mechanisms also
may be required when interstate energy projects, such as
coal-slurry pipelines, are under consideration.

A major land use concern is topsoil loss, caused by the
conversion of prime agricultural land to urban use and by
bad management practiCes. Soil is being washed into rivers
and blown away as dust at an annual rate of more than five
tons per acre; according to some calculations, the equiva-
lent of 3 million acres per year is belt* lost in this manner:
The amount of land under cultiVation is also reduced by
other factors, such as urbanizatibn and highway. construc-
tion.

Productivity gains cannot be counted on to make up
for this lost land. The growth in yields has been cut to only
1 Percent ii year, just half the rate that prevailed in the
1950s and-1969s. After decades of intensive cultivation, the
nation's farnAnd is showing signs of severe strain. Vast
stretches of cropland-have,already lost much of their nu
trient value, while other land' has become excessively salty
or densely compacted. Soil erosion and associated water
.quality problems may replace oil supply issues as the na-
tiOn1§/nost critical natural resource problem in the 1980s. 34



One of the vivid lessons of the 1970s was that environ-
mental problems do dot respect national boundaries. The
solution of many of the most serious problems will require
it/lei-national cooperation on an unprecedented kale.

The Global 2000 report,, the culmination of a 3-year
interagency effort to study the long-term implication's of
present world trends in population,,natural resources, and
the environment, arrived at a dramatic conclusion:

If present trends continue:the world in 2000 will
be more 'crowded, more polluted, less stable
ecologically, and more vulnerable to disruption
than the world welive in ndw. Serious stresses in-
volving population, resources, and environinent
are clearly visible ahead.'

The Global
.Challenge

Forests are disappearing at alarming ratesThe Global
2000 Audy found that if present 'trends continue, both
forest cover and growing stocks of commercial wood in the .
less developed regions (Latin America, Africa, Asia: andZI
Oceania)'will decline by 40 percent by the year 2000. The -
environmental. consequences of large-scale destruction of

.

tropical forests by erosion, salinization, desertification, ":,
flooding, silting of .reservoirs and streams, clogging ,of - °
irrigation networks, and 'unfavorable changes ,,in local .

climates will be severe...,
.

Perhaps the most serious development will be an ac-
celerating° deterioration and loss of agricultural resourcesr
This category includes soil erosion, compaction, and the
IRV of nutrients., steady salinization of irrigated land and
of the Water used for irrigation, and the loss of high-
quality' cropland to urban ,,develoPment: Air and water

'pollution cause crop'damage and contribute to the extinc-
tidn of local and wild crop strains. .More frequent -and.
severe regional water shortages can be expected, especially,
where there is Vompetition for water_simplies, or where
f orest losges are heavy and the earth can no longer absorb,-
store, and regulate the discharge of waters

. , -9 Soils are deteriorating rapidly in the less:developed
countries. Desert-like conditions are spreading in drier,
iegions, anCheavy. erosion is occurring in More hitmid
areas. At -present, globallisses to desertification areesti,

,-" mated at almost b million hectares ,a year, an area about
the size of Maine. Desertification includes a variety Of

'ecologicafchanges t at destroy the cover of vegetation and-
fertile'soil in t arth's drier regions,- rendering the land
useless for range or crops,, Principal direct causes are over-
glazing,. destructive cropping practices, and the-extenSii,e
use of wood for 'fuel. a

At:presently estimated rates, the world's desertlreas
(now some 8(10 nfillion hectareS)iiiiilyexp'and,by althost 20 °
percent in the next 20 years. There is reason to expect that

g

, .
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the rate of desertification will accelerate, as increasing
numbers of people in .the world's drier regions put more
pressure on the land to meet their needs for rangeland,
cropland, and wood. The United Nattons has identified'
amiroximately 2 billion hectaies of land where the risk of
desertification is high or very high. These lands at risk
comprise4ipproximately two and one-half4times the area
now classified as desert.'

Present rates of soil loss in many industrialized nations
cannot be sustained without serious, implications for crop
production. In the .United States, for example, the Soil
Conseryation Service has concluded that soil losses must
be cut in halt to sustain crop production indefinitely at,
present levels.

The earth's air is seriously threatened. The three
global atmospheric problenis that have attracted most
attention in recent years are the increase. of carbon dioxide
retained by the atthosphere, the formation of acid rain,
and the depletion of the ozone layer. There is evidence that
these are occurring; what is not known is how serious the
consequences will be.

The natural flow of carbon.dio)dde to the atmosphere
is intensified by the burning tit' fossil fuels, the clearing of
forests, and the cultivation of land. The amount of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphereis increasing, probably by about
4 percent every 10 years. Carbon dioxide absorbs heat
radiated-from the earth.'S surface; if itsconcentration rises
too higfil a gradual warming of the' low,er, atmosphere
might welLoccur. This could lead to changes in tempera-
lure and rainfall patterns and have serious impacts on
agrjculture.

Present concern is centered on the plans for rapid ex-
pansion of the use of coal, in the. United States and in other
nations, and for the use of coal-based and shale-based syn-.
thetic fuels. Idcreased use of these fuels might double the
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, causing a "greenhouse'
effect that could increase the average.glObal temperatuie
by 1.5 ° to 4.5 ° Celsjps. The result might be a rapid
&glaciation of Weft Antarctica that in turn could lead to a
5-meter rise in sea level, covering many low-lying land
areas and inundating coastal cities. PreCipitation patterns
and growing seasons for crops would be greatly altered,
disrupting world agriculture; for example,°there might be
persistent drought in grain belts such as the Midwestern
United States. What must be remembered is that scientific
proof of the warming of the earth might come when it is

-too late to reverse the trend.
Acid rain is recognized as the Other serious global en-

vironmental problem associated with 'fossil fuel combus-
tion. In the Eastern United States, the acidity of rainfall
,appears to have increased by an approximate factor of 50 36



during the past 25 years. 'The precise causes and effects of
acid rain are not known, but some effeetssre quite clear.
In Scandinavia, Canada, and the Northeastern part of the
United States, many lakes and estuaries have suffered
complete or, partial losses of fish life. Such losses indicate
major Changes in ectlogical balanees; that are more far-
reaching than the loss of,recreational resources. Loss of
crop productivity and forest yields because of acid rain
may be Vaide§pread. Acid rain also damages steel, and stone
structures, as well as wOrk&of art, and rnavy pf Its effects
may be permanent. Acid rain is an excellent of a
problem N.- I, solution demands internatiohal:foopera
tion, as Canada and the United Stiatqs have begun to .
recognize. i * ,

The ozone problem arose with the release of chloro-
fluorocarbons,' which convert some of the ozone in the
stratosphere into *oxygen: Because stratospheric, ozone
filters out most of the ultraviolet radiation in sunlight, a
decrease in its concentration will permit dinre ultraviolet
radiation to reach the-earth: ,This increase is expected to
hive adverse effects on animals, plants, and the earth's
climate. A 1979 report from the National Academy of
Sciences estimated that the continued production arid
rolease of chlorofluorocarbons at the 1977 rate will cause

. an eventual 16.5 percent depletion of stratospheric ozone;
°this was more than twice the depletion estimated by the
same group in 1976.'. Growth in production and use of
chlorofluorocarbons is .expected, to occur if controls are
not established by nations other than the United States;

, As the Global report concedes, the federal
government still lacks consistent projections of Worldwide.
trends in population growth, the availability of natural
resources, and 'environmental" quality. The report may
understate the severity of potential problems because the
relationships among these factorsiare not well undeistood.
Various agencies compile their own specialized projections

. using different assuMptions and data, and one forecast
may not take account of significant developments in other
areas.

It is clear that 'the foresight capabilities of the execu-
tive branch should be. improved so that trends in resource
development and environmental quality can be monitored

n in a timely and.ccmsistent manner. One promising means,
which this Panel endorses, is.to assign this data gathering
and coordination function to the Council on Environ-
mental Quality.

During the 1970s, environmental protection' was sought Regplations
mainly by the use of pollutiOn Control standards that set and Incentives/
maximum discharge levels. This represents a command- 37
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and-control approach with compliance deadlines and a
cOnsiderable degree of government scrutiny in industrial
operationsi Such standards are, however, only one of
many possible mechanisms that can be used to achieve en-
vironmental goals..lvlany economists have long advocated
the use of economic incentives as an attractive, alternative
to the existing regulatory approach.

In the past several years, EPA has examined several
forms of economic incentives to help control 'air pollution,,
This approach looks toward the development'evelopment Of a marlcct
in air pollution emission reductions mat would be overseen
by government pollution control agencies.

EPA's "offset" policy was put into effect 4 years ago;
its "bubble" policy was implamented in 1979. The two are
closely relatedboth allow increased emissions of specific'
pollutants if these are balanced by educed emissions of the
same pollutants from other sources. ecause industries are
allowed considerable freedom in ch osing how to reduce
emissions:, these policies, theoretica ly, can achieve en-
vi;onmental standards at the lowest possible cost.

Air officially acquired a market value in an EPA rul-
ing in December 1976. Thereafter, areas that had not at-

/mined clean air slandards were to allow construction or
modification of pollution sources only if the new source
provided for an offsetting 'reduction of emissions in the
same area. After July 1, 1979, states were given a choice
for handling industrial growth: they could impose strict
emission limits on existing sources, or they could follow a
case-by-case offset approach. Polluted areas that are not
included in a state plan that will ensure achievement of na-
tional air quality standards by December 31, 1982 face a
.ban on major new sources of emissions.

s The problem the offset policy addresses is .not small;
"ttiere arehundreds of nonattainment areas in which one or
more of EPA's six ambient air quality standards are ex-
ceeded. In mid-1978, Los Angeles violated five standards;
four were violated by, such major cities as Philadelphia,
Chicago, Cleveland, and St. Louis. Without the offset °

.policy, economic growth in these areas would be severely
restricted, by current laws and .regulitions.

Under the offset policy, an industry or utility that
wishes to build a new plant can pay the cost of installing
pollution control technology' at other sources of a given
pollutant in that area, thus allowing an expansion in busi-
ness operations without causing more pollution. An exist-
ing facility that is required to reduce its emissions, and is
facing high pollution control costs, can pay for reductions
at other sources instead; this saves money and achieves the
same improvement in the area's air quality. The offset
policy encourages the formation ea private marketplace
in pollution control, as companies bargain with each other 38



to.determine how to. meettheir pollution control obliga-
lions 'at. tike lowest cost. Although the policy, has had
limited success so-far, the idea of reaching environmental
,stiticlarcls through flexible arrangements is intriguing and
'de ryes iexperimentation.

' .The bubble policy allows indust?ygreater flexibility in
r controlling emissions of a single pollutant by placing an
imaginary bubble over all or part of a plant. The firm can

omisslon standards by putting extra controls on dis-
charge points that have lower control costs, instead of ont
points with high control costs.

The bubble policy's effect onindustrial innovation is a
-Itnatler of dispute: Some ,argue that it encourages plant
"..engineers to find thesb.eapest way of controlling pollution
t ind,.So' provides an incentive \for industrial innovation.

'Others argue that the 'policy does not allow enough time
for innovative design, because a company must still meet a

compliance sche,dure. ,

/ It it also difficult to show in advance that the sub-
: stitution 9f one eMission source for another is equitable.. It.

is feared char EPA will create not one or two bubbles over
a,fpla,nt, but litany' small bubblesone over stacks, one
over storage piles, dile over roads, and so on To the extent
that this coctiirs, the btibble system will simply imitate old-
fashilineci tack-by-stack regulation.

,
The ,approach 'favored by many economists, and most Emission
populartilai the literature on economic incentives, is the Charges
emission charge ,(or tax,' or fee). Proponents claim that

"emissions taxes allow industry considerable discretion in
the'ruilibcid Cposen to deal with wastes. (

With respect to economic efficiency and environ- 0

Mental effectikieness. emission charges are the converse of
command- and- control regulations. Emission standards
can. be designed to satisfy an' environmental objective, but
thereAs no Way of knowing 'whether the objective will be
met in an .economically efficient manner. For any given
leVel of 'etiiissionchargesp the resulting reduction in pollu-

Avon may be achi at ithe lowest cost, but there is no
' guarantee that :th charges will be sufficient to meet en-

vironmental stand rcli.!',
A charge,syst iniolVes the monitoring of emissions;

,the computation o taxes-or fees is critically dependent on
\the.ixact measurem nt of levels of wastes. In most regUla-

., tdify approaches, the accuracy of monitors is critical only
at ettnission levels close' to the standards. To the extent that..
control' costs orjemission levels are unknown, a charge

-'system is: less than is a standards, approach for ;

achieving .oinplianee. Emission standards appear to be the
, only effective 'Way' to deal. those highly toxic or

f
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hazardous pollutants that must be controlled to specific
minimum levels.

Experience with emission/charges, both abroad and at
the state level, has shown that they have not produced the
expected results. Nevertheless, the Panel believes that
experiments with various kinds of taxes and charges should
be conducted on a limited basis to see if they might serve as
supplements to the present regulatory, system.

Increasingly, -there are attempts to :attack or defend en-
vironmental standards in strictly economic terms. Some
critics maintain that tighter pollution controls will cause .

higher unemployment and consumer,prices and lead to the
unproductive use of capital: Others defend pollution con-
trol standards by claiming that they help to create new
jobs, cause only a relatively minor, one-time increase in
consumer prices, and offer the-economy such benefits as-
lover future clean-Up costs or the encouragement of inno-
vation in industrial processes. Potential cost's are likely to
be exaggerated by those subject to the stricter standards,
while advocates of the standards are inclined tp minimize
the economic burden. The actual cost of complying with a
pollution control standard is an elusive figure and usually
in dispute. .

The 'Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has
'estimated the total annual costs of pollution abatement for
1978 at $26.9 billion, or about 1.3 percent of the total gross
national product (GNP) of $2,127.6 billion. The CEQ
;figure includes operation and maintenance costs and
capital expenditures for both the private and public sec-
tors.'

In the private sector ale, a Department of Com-
merce survey of _1978 business expenditures showed that
pollution 4tabatement spending totaled $6.9 billion,'
abOut 4.5° percent of a. total industry investment of $153

°billion for new plant and equipment. Higher estimates of
total pollution control spending by industry were shown in
a 1979 survey by McGraw-Hill Inc. The McGraw-Hill sur-
vey put total spending in 1978 at $8 billion.'

In a 'review of the Department of Commerce survey,
the Congressional Research Service (CRS) noted that six
industries accounted for $5.2 billion, or 76 percent of the
total expenditures: electric utilities, $2.4 billion; petro-
leum, $1.3 billion; steel, $0.4 billion;, chemicals, $0.6
billion; paper, $0.2 billion; and nonferrous metals, $0.3
billion. These figures indicate that the most energy-

. intensive industries generate the most pollution.
Estimates of industry expenditures fOr pollution con-.

trol, the CRS report said, do not attempt to quantify the
resulting benefits:

Costs and
Benefits

40,



The widespread concern about the costs of en-
vironmental .regulations stems, in parf, from the
absence of comparable estimates of the benefits of
pollution control. Benefits are more difficult :to
measure because. they are commonly less tangible
to tt?ose, subject-10 regulation than the costs.
Benefits are frequently spread among a larger
population and the direct benefit to each indi-
vidual may be relatively small. The aggregate
benefits, however, may be substantial.'

The employment effects of pollution.control require-
ments are also subject to varying interpretations. Plant
closings sometimes are blamed on the additional costs of
meeting pollution control standards _ese closings,
however, have reportedly been relatively' v in number,
involving' an estimated 118 plants and some 22,000 jobs. It
is not clear whethsr these plants were likely to be shut
down in any case.'

It is estimated that pollution control expenditures now
support nearly 1 million jobs, thrOughout the private;and
public sectors; for example, each $1 billion spent on con-
struction of sewage treatment plants generates about 35,000
jobs. The pollution control industry has become one of the
high-growth industries in the United States, with-some 600
firms manufacturing pollution control equipment.'

Whatever the monetary costs and benefits may be, en-
vironmental policy issues cannot be reduced to, economic
equations. Claims and counterclaims about economic im-
pacts couch the issues in narrow and contrived terms, as if
the critical questioa were whether an environmental stan-
dard can be justified by its potential return on investment.'
In fact, tIleEe is no 'objective way to measure These stan-
dards' total benefits to society and. to The environment.

Economic cost/benefit analyses may be of some use in
environmental policymaking, but they do not resolve fun-
damental issues. They may indicate which approach would
be most effective in reaching a given standard at the lowest
cost; they cannot, however, show 'whether the standard
should be imposed. The balancing of costs and benefits is
inherently a subjective exercise. Society makes-an implicit
judgment wheneve? a standard is imposedor not im-
posedwhether that standard promises a net gain, to
society. Those who set the standards should seek to explain
to the public as fully as possible what the, likely costs and
benefits will be, while emphasizing that these factors can-
not be reduced to simple numerical equations.

Certainly a cleaner environment provides significant
benefits to the nation in terms of reductions in mortality
and morbidity rates, in medical expaenses, and in lost work-
Kme. 'Yet even if these benefits could be quantified and

aVi
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credited directlyio a specific gtandard for a, sppcific pollu-
tant, they cannot' be readily translated into dollars' and
cents and compared to the estimatea cost ofmeeting that
standard.

Moreover, the benefits attained through investments
in environmental quality include many diffuse and.intangi-
ble elements beyond the protection of pilblic health, which
is generally considered to be a primary objective of pollu-
tion control measures. What values can be placed on the
public's enjoyment of purer air .or cleaner water, or on
protected wilderness? Or on preservin the' ,long-term
integrity of naturala life-sUpport syste s? These are
benefits that the United States seeks t gain, over and
above the immediate protection of health, by spending.
public and private ,funds to control pollution and to
preserve natural resources.

The fact that the values involved in environmental protec- Environmental
tion cannot be quantified has contributed to the acrimoni- Mediation
ous quality of many debates over pollution control
measures and costs. A half-dozen pro ects scattered across
the United States are helping to develop solutions to diffi-
cult environmental conflicts, such as the control of pollu-
tion from a local power plant and the permissible uses of
wilderness areas.

The best known, and perhaps the most ambitious, ef-
fort to develop broad environmental policy by anon -.
adversarial method is the National Coal Folicy Project
(NCPP). The .Project was conceived as a wayof bringing
business executives and environmentalists 'together in an
atmosphere of mutual respect to try to work out policies
under which the incre'ased use of coal could be both en-
vironmentally Sound and financially worthwhile.

One year of meetings produced ,actwo-volume study,
Where We Agree. Among the recommendations were the r
consolidation of all hearings )on the siting of utility plants, )
(but no consolidation of licensing authority), with public
financing of participation by environmental groups; the
rem al of regulatory controls on rates for coal trans-
portatibn; peak-load pricing of electricity; and experi-
mentation with emission taxes and rebates for 'particular
pollutants. The group did not agree on other rnatters, such
as the leasing of public land for coal mining.

The Project's work was favorably received by the
press and the public, but its impact now seems less signifi-
cant. Although the participants successfully developed' a
coordinated set of proposals, they failed to pay adequate
attention toter implementation. Some progress has
occurred in deregulation- of the transportation sector,,,
but very little of that was due to the NCPP report: The 42



adoption of the other propOSIIIA appears no closer in 1980
than in 1978.: b

The real successes of-environmental mediation have
come when dealing with well-defined, relatively local con-.°
flicts. The Center for energy Policy, a nonprofit research
orgatiiiation in Boston, mediated a dispute involving the
conversion of the largest power plant in .New England to
the use'of coal. The power company had Initially resisted
the Federal Energy Administration's &der toy converLits
plant because of the prohibitive expeaSelfif meeting strict
air pollution requirements. Working with FEA, EPA, and
stateand power company officials, the mediator helped to
formhlate a set of controls on burning coal that was both
financially feasible and environmentally sound.

Other examples of successful nonadversarial dispute
resolution fall in the area of land management and use, or
inyolve the avoidance of potential conflicts. For example,
a project in Delta, Colorado, helped that town prepare for
and manage the changes resulting from rapid development
of.the area's abundant coal resources..

Most of the information on programs that use non-
adversarial methods of dispute resolution is still anecdotal.
Nonetheless, some tentative conclusions appear justified.

First, One impetus for using nonadversarial methods
Of settling:Conflicts lies in the shortcomings-of the current
.'ecisiOOniikin8",...' process. Legislative, regulatory,- and

judicial pitkesSes: .overemphasize conflict and lead to
distrust and hostility among groups. The legislative proc-
ss;- for:0041e; dfscourages attempts by different interest

groups to find: compromise solutions; instead, they ire ex-
pected to lobby tirelessly for their views.

Second, nonadversarial Methods of dispute resolution
will succeed only when all. Parties believe that they can gain
by participating. In most cases, the prospect of avoiding
the adversarial process is not sufficient. Mediation is most,'
likely to succeed when all Tactics recognize that'.hey are
hurt by the stktus quo. IssueS involving futhre condiietthe
siting of a new'refinery, the policy on new industrial Cherrii
calsare-the best candidates for mediation. This observa
tion implies that the parties must have relatively equal polit-..
ical power, both within and outside the mediation process.*

Third, some kinds of isSues are more suited to media-
tion than are others. The issues must be fairly well define'd;
otherwise it may be difficult to identify all the interested
parties and to understand clearly what is at stake. Conflicts
over land use appear to satisfy this criterion better than do
questions of national policy, and that may help, explain
why mediation has haegreater success in the former area.

it may be appropriate to provide support staff for environmental
groups with !Wilted resources. 43



Ftirther;nie.diaiion works best when all parties agree
tOparsuemediatipit as the'eXcluiive:meanS of resolving the
eonflict..If the 'dispute, is under consideration ip .anot,her;
forUM-Lat thei4arne tinie,as in thi mediation.effort-4461. ex-
ample, in pending. legislation. an agency hearing on pro-
poOd may divide their attention,between the
fWo,,,attempt, to play the

,
t Wo-aga i4sach'othere or ignore

thk,necaticil effort. Moreiveri
iall

participants must be
Alp to bInd their organizationi.

'nitist successful inediatlept processes have per-

. :vised by an impartial leader, someone noitit rest
ttilp Characteristics: The process of debate shog44e.slper-

In the outcome and who ensures. that 14' .rtieipanis
Eidhere to any rules for the.process4 In additio , that

: participants can advance ideas freely; there is sometimes a
requirement that no positions.expresSed in a mediation ses-
sion be discussed publicly. Because many disputes are
based on different views of the facts,,often there is also a
requirement that all participants share information.

Although environmental, mediation is .still in its
infancy, it appears to be a promising alternative to the cur-

, rent administrative decisionmaking. process. It permits
terested parties to develop, at lower personal and social
costs, policies that are more satisfying than those:generated
by an adversarial proces's. Further public discussion, ex-
perimentation, and research are appropriate at this stage
of the development of 'environmental, mediation. The
Panel recommends that she. federal government become:
more actively involved in funding experimental mediation
projects and research. It would be useful if Congress and
agency officials periodically reviewed developments in this
area and considered statutory and administrative require-
ment that would give parties an incentive to use mediation.

The most appropriate course for the United States in the A Conserver
1980s is to encourage a pattern of growth that will produce Society
less pollution, for the ideal approach to environmental
protection is to minimize pollution and waste-rather than
to attack emissions through regulations and control tech- b
nology. To meet its economic and environmental objec-
tiVes, the United States should begin shaping a "conserver
society" that is built on conservation values, relies on
renewable energy sources for its principal energy supplies,
and recycles much of its material. .

Most' people today would readily equate conservation
with energy, conservation. A conserver society would en-
compass the broader concept, of conserving all natural
resources and raw materials. The objective would be to
effect a transition from a linear economy, in which ex-
tracted resources move through production systems and

co
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are finally discarded as wastes, to a circular economy, in
which a stliktantial,propieiion of output is recycled for
farther use. ° "..4.

, .
0 0

In the.mid-1970s, recycfedr materials supiilied 'the Uhited
States with 44 percent of its copper, 20 percent'of its iron
and steel, almost 50 percent of its lead, pnd approximately
'20 percent of itspaper. These rerafively high rates have Te-
nfutntd stable for More th'an 10 years, and recycling opera-
dons are likely to increase in the 1980s because of increas-
ingly favorable economics. However, industries.: still may
net engage in extensive recycling for a variely of reasons,
including technical, economic,. a.rid -governmett-imposed.-restraints.

Technical problems typically involve the. contamina-
tion .of recycled, or secondary, materials by foreign sub-
stances. Economic problems arise from the fact that
secondary materials generally serve as substitutes for
primary materials; when demand is high, they are used to
fill gaps in supply, but they are the first to be dropped
from use when demand falls. Thus, the prices of niany
secondary materials are more volatile than those of
primary materials, which deters investment in recycling
systems. Information is often lacking on how much
secondary material may be available, so that optimal
recycling levels cannot be determined.

There area number of specific steps that the federal,
government could take to help correct. 'these -problems.
First, the government could ensure that the price of a
resource reflect its scarcity value,. and -that economic
neutrality between primary and secondary materials be
reached. The ending of freight rate structures. that dis-
criminate againsusecondary materials would be one action.
A more fundamental reform would be the,repeal of per-
centage depletion allowances .on minerals. These allow-
ances provide tax incentives for the extraction of raw

.materials, and thus subsidize 'the use of primary over
secondary materials.

The government also could impose national solid
waste disposal charges on the sale or transfer, at the pro-
duction level, of product containers, packaging materials,
and paper. This would force companies to internalize the
eosti of waste collection, treatment, and disposal that are -
now paid through general' government revenues. Such
charges could double the present rate of paper recycling
and packaging and paper products make up, by weight,
almost 80 percent of all product wastes. The government
also could review the experience of the French, Japanese;
and Norwegian governments in setting up markets for re-
cycled paper through such measures as subsidized collection

Reoyilitig
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o aud storage centers and g uaranteed prices. Stite laws .

requiring Jieposits on .-Cgans and bO'ttles would encourage
recycling. . -

The recycling of urban-solid wastes deserves special at
tention. The annual di4posal cost for approximately 144
million tons of municipal solid waste Is about $4 billion. ' T

.'Although the recovery and reuse of discarded materials''
wouldsignificantlY reduce these costs, the curient recovery
rate is estimated at -a. meager 6; percent to 7 percent. The
highest, technically feasible rate of recovery would provide
abOut-40 percent of theanetal, glass, plastics,, fibers; and
rubber' heeded each year in manufacttiring.I°

The United States.has been recovering about 1 percent
of the energy potential of its municipal solid waste; Den-

'mark, which integrates the functions of waste disposal and.
energy production, recovers about 60 percent. The recbver-
able energy potential of this nation's municipal solid waste
in 1977 was estimated at the equivalent of 400,000 barcels
of oil .a day."

The federal government could encourage the recycling
of urban solid waste through expanded planning grants to
local governments ..to help them study resource recovery
systems. Before local governments can justify the capital
costs of these experimental system, they must assess the
technical, marketing, financial, legal, and organizational
barriers. EPA has awarded a small number of this
aprogram should be expanded. The government also'should
determine whether its revenue-sharing payments to local
governments, which are used in part to help communities
defray their waste disposal costs, haveicaused local govern-
ments not to adopt user fees to pay for, waste Management
systems.

Although extensive recycling is an essential feature of
a conserver society, recycling consumes energy and often
causes severe pollution. The optimal level of recycling
varies for different materials, depending on the energy re-
quired and on such factors as the durability- of products
and the availability of substitute raw materials.. These
variables support the view that recycling is only one ele-
ment in materials conservationAand point to the impor-
lance of a systems appfoach to, materials policy.

Along with recycling, therefore, an important objec-
tive of a conserver society would be to increase the dura-
bility of manufactured products. The marketplace itself

. should reward thee manufacturers of durable products
through increased consumer preference for long-lasting
items. To help consumers assess product durability, the
government could consider a number of approaches, such
as the labeling of guaranteed product lifetimes or govern-
ment-sponsored testing programs for major consumer
products. Because automobiles impose substantial social 46



costs in terms of resource depletion and pollution; federal
standardi for, sustained performance should be considered,

Movement toward a conserver society in the 1980s would
be fostered by, the widespread adoption of a more creative
approach tcx pollution control-iht is, through the use Of
technologies that saveiresources while redueirig.pollution.
pver the long run, this kind of technology will be much
more effective and cost-efficient, than are traditional end-
of-the-pipe control measures, No matter hqw effective a
pollution removal technology may be; it only contains the
problem temporarily, and usually presents other problems.
Control measures often create pollution generated by the
suppliers of the materials.and energy used in-the pollution
removal, process. Also, the costs of pollution control, the
quantifies' of resources consumed, and the ,amounts df
residue produced tend to increase exponentiallY as environs
mental standards require the virtual elimination of pollu-
tants. Reliance on control technology oftea can create
larger problems by shifting pollution from one source to -

another. Resource,conserving technology makes possible
the reduction of pollution without requiring the expendi-
ture of money and resources for cleanirig up.. It also In- .

volves the extraction of valuable resources from waste
materials. .

Such technology is neither a panacea for environ-
mental problems nor a substitute for pollution control.
Some industries cannot change processes without disrupt."'
ing or halting production; and far others the change would. -
be too easily, or no resource-conseiving.technology may
be available.. The objective should be to use tesoprce-*
conserving technology wherever and whenever it is-possible
and practical. Individual industries should apply their
ingenuity to develop methods best 'suited to their require--
ments. Within the private sector; more innovation
needed to develop systematic approaches to 'production
operations 'and pollution control. In corporate planning,;'
the,factork to be 'considered include plant locations, raw
materials mixes, construction methods, scales of activity,
process technologies, transport systems, and distribution.

'patterns. .

Much could be done by the federal. government to pro-
mote the development and use of resource-conserving Lech-
nology; Federal research and development programs, *fbr
example, should include evaluations of the environmental
and economic advantages of new technologies. Federal en-
vironmental research and design programs should be. ex-
panded to include. work on improved methods of waste
reduction, separation,' and disposal. .Federal agencies
could promote, through direct government purchases and.

ti
, .
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through government-sbbsidized purchases, the use of,en-
vironmentally safe products or products derived from the
most environmentally benign processes. A thdrough
assessment pf the prospects for-achieving environmental
goals with the help of technological innovation should be
undertaken,by the federal government,- This assessment
should be started quickly if the United States is to adopt
the objectives of a-conserveriSocietyln,the 1980s. '

Whether the United States can take on the characteris-
tics of a conserver society depends ultimate on the
values, attitudes, and priorities of its people. I
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THOMAS C. JOPLING

tCriteria 'are be'nchmarks against which to consider future
. courses. or directions'of society, especially .teebnblogical
.man and his activities in relation to the biosithed, The,ad-
vocates of all courses of action have a special obligation to

. articulate. what are often unstated criteria, so that choice is
Tooinformed' and therefore made real, to often-the, assump-

tiOns underlying. different courses of aetion4re unstated.
The effOrt to state criteria is 'motivated( by a. desire to-
Penetrate assumptions, to give substance to the debate over
the fundamental issues facing American, indeed, global
society.

A. The Characterof Technology. Technology. changes '

the relationship of individuals to mach other and to the
bicisphete. Technology-and its systems of managenient can
be large,and complicated; thereby making individuals and
communities dependent on (often alienated from) the sup-
porting institutional structures: government (for the licens-
ing or regulation of technology), production (too-nake ,
technology, available), and service (to oVerate, distribute,
and maintain technological systehts). An alternative ap,-
proa*to society's neetis would apply this criterion so that
technology would be developed in scale with individuals or
communities and be serviceable-by them. Td the extent
that this is impossible (foiexantle, in communications or ..

air ,travel)' then".the institutions administering:such tech-"
nology shauld be caizygd by Point

p.

--,B. Vulnerability (DrversityResilierier:-Delten-
dendi): All systems that supparthe lives of individuals or
cominunities should be developed ia. Iheir desigrk and.
operation .to avoid disruption, accidehtal or "otlierwise,
rathei.than. to 'achieve such avoidance by variations of the
police power. Stich systenisseshould be quickly and easily
repaired ,(that.is,, b,9 comm nsense ability' and routinel9

, available tools):Scafe here makes an enormous difference,
for. thegreater the populatian ,dep.enderit on.a giVen life- .

suOport system or service, he higher its yulnerability, and
the greater is the need Tor forms of s'reginientation to . - 51



protect the system, This-is Often done under the guise of
causing people, to live within prediCtive models,, which of
course are. only valid if there is assurance people
behave as the models'project,

C. Freedom. Freedom is. 'a word subject to endless
interPretation. In the present context, it means the ability
to avoid coercive control of political, religious, or other

'views (including indirect control achieVed through, total
dependency' on Iv paycheck for access to life-Support
needs),. rather than, for instance, one moderti .perveision
which is freedom to experience sensate i)leasure on demand
(that Is, consumer freedom).

D. Distributive Juitice. All public policy must be
developed against the recognition that all citizens have
basic needs to life.support;.they must be able.to access the
resources of the biosphere to permit human fulfillment.
The question, in terms, of our alternative choices, is'

hether this can be supplied by the "pie ever increasing"
i not, it must be supplied otherwise. Here, especially, the

- international dimensions are crucial.
- .

E.. Exercise of Power. Whinever power (to hire, to fire,
to relocate an employment cell, to use a bidspheric resource)
is exercised and wheti those who bear the effects.of the exer-
cise of such power personally know and are known by the
exerciser of the pdwer, then accountability shoUld be depen-
dent on that human interaction, with the exception of the
use of public trust resourcesair, water, and biota. If
power is exercised withOu that interaction, as the Constitu-
Hon. wisely recognized e federal exercise of power, there
should be 'different and e forceable measures of account-
abilityincluding due pro ess, norms of public interest; and -

the application of other criteria such as those enumerated
hete (A, The Character of Technology; D, Distributive
Justice; G, Tightness of Matter and Energy. Cycles).

F. Assumption of Risk. IndiVidnals can assume risk.
Societies can impose, risks. Incieasinglyanci as a neces-
sary function of the conventional alternativessocieties
(through both public and private mechanisms) assess' risk
and then impose it on individuals. For example, if the
release of a given Chemical will cause one excess death in a
given population size, the risks imposed on society and no
one knows the identity 01' the one who dies: Society should
seek to avoid assessing and, imposing risks that cannot be,
in any meaningful sense, assumed by. individuals ("16ve it
or leave it" is not meaningful). Whenever 'such risks are
imposed by society, that action must be taken through the
most democratic of processesperhaps even referenda.

c
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6, Tightness of Mailer and Energy Cycles, It hos
beco'me routine to characterize our conventional social
economiC.system as "linear" with regard to matter and
energy: exploit, transport, use, transport, discard, This is

'in marked' contrast to ecological patterns of cycling, No
release (meaning no loss of custody) or chemicals in-pro.

'`diction and ,in product use should be the norm' against
which performance in the management of matter and
energy Is measured, Special burdens of Justification (that
'sit-fundamentally compelling) should be established before
activities or systemi that 'release chemicals into the
environment are permitted, especially chemicals not nor,
mally found in the biosphere,biosphere, ,

Availability of resources must drive our systems to
recycle and reuse and away from the linear model. It must ,.

drive our systems (and all human communities) to design
and build technology* to withstand' the- second law of.-;
thermodynamics for the greatest time rather than, as at,'
present, counting on it for rapid turnover-(obsolescenee)r

,.. ,i.. . .. -.
H. Time/Permanenee. We must endeavor to evaluate .

how any action (development,Of technology; develfininel1i":7
of i system of, production, etc.) and'IOgiehl,eveni*i.of4t.
are likely to influence the, future, that is,..20 Co} 5.04'ye-ari: ,
. from now, especially-Against other criteria, such'as vulner-.
ability, here enumerated. For instance, the eSiabfislirnen;,

.,ola,hoge centialized system for 'producing Antai acsiUld,4
, .

have, beeirpredictodi with-tudlnientaryjdre"siabLito. hsjiliP',.
Itti-socioeconOnksystern,ZhOstage for iii,;c'oatinogicta.;...,

1, .Any Acticrtis taken$YInan iiaryin the. extent
-of ,whiC such action, Will,affect. the envirotimqnI.. ...
1;Contritst.' he de, el *PMent of'nuClear,:fissionleChnologY to
' 'the4elearing,fi! an fq-agricultufal-procruct4on.*ter.the,
'cessationvf 4,ctivit , fission by difOs can affect the.;on.-.,4
iitronineat and hea th 'for thous nds7of Years; '.144titeonly,,,,'

iitraceS "of iiiicult I 'activity', c detected alter'- 40 .!
.s. . ,

leas. Actions-mus -be svial4 tkper ence and.
the..liost impaedoureechoien.

... I.. Se and Law ofqhertnoltnantlig-4nliOrty. The
-..

ora ilinci'df 0-1MateriaLand 'energy to tryje to-
4. herieveli iifdiiirirderntOs 'be4CcOgnited -in 'o ;ini,7est-e,::

m. (choice 04.41f tingteChnitities ati stems:-
`then "!p re;in'essapa Ix .asso-':;;',wh ' r a system is deve

4f . ith it of OpifFI: do ii..;) ottiment; the OPerat.,:,:i.1

d rimjntehanc' ose (life etcpsis): andit',.iPlace-
t and iliSPosal'icoi piiiiik: aFreaspit7ihatdities k

are in. trictifinancial 'ti it-ts,that.;111 'y'rare;epiifinnting
.

'The ed-3410placemuch of. thwre Yfilsfalled:ilfe-;
,sup Ott ,'.4YAtems.1..epeci IIY "w4ter, et, 7lati<ligusing .

stOCits:=Oif-OiCh-: Cond Lawitas .to .its 'foil,



Discount . rates, for instanci,, must be dramatically in;
creased to reflect total investment costs. .

The Biota, All actions should be undertaken after
ensuring that there will not tab, placed at risk'orexistence
any biological *cies or representative ecosystem, ter..
restrial or ,aquatic. The protection of the biolOgical,
physidl, and, chemical integrity of the biosphere must be
the general criterion against which -human actions are .

Judged, It is necessary ,for a long-term, stable, life-
... supporting 'biosphere,

K. Perpetual Cure. Some activities, such as 'electric
power generation by nuclear flAsion; the production of cer-
tain long-lived chemicals, certain modifications Of the
earth's ,surfaCe (as; for example, the building of clams and
Water distribiltion, systems), or urbanization, and (al-
though this.is more in the nature of crystal -ball gazing) cer.
tain biological products of genetic. engineering, require
constant care extended almost infinitely into the future. As
a result of some of these activities, -- increasingly large
expanses of land are precluded, effectively 'forever, frOm

' any other use. In addition, energy 'and resources must be
committed to them effectively in perpetuity. One applica-'
tion of this criterion would be that technology that requires
perpetual care.should not be developed.

L..Centralizotipn/Decentralization. .Most com-
ponents' of modern life seem destined to move toward
more singular and central structure and function. This
criterion:would.allow.that trendto be considered explicitly
in the develOpment of any. technology'or support service:
For instance, the Northeast is now resource-poor: It
imports most of the products it uses, yet after use they are,
irretrievably.;.discarded, often because 'markets' are not
available for recycling. BUt markets, could becOnie avail-
able, if dUring.a transitional phase those imported
.materials after use could be ,stored in .depots. 'Metals,
plastics, paper, a,11 could be segregated and stored for
future use,to create future mines,as it were. Over time,'.
this could ,leAd to decentralization.
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